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The interplay of symmetry and topology has been at the forefront of recent progress in quantum
matter. Here we uncover an unexpected connection between band topology and the description
of competing orders in a quantum magnet. Specifically we show that aspects of band topology
protected by crystalline symmetries determine key properties of the Dirac spin liquid (DSL) which
can be defined on the honeycomb, square, triangular and kagome´ lattices. At low energies, the DSL
on all these lattices is described by an emergent Quantum Electrodynamics (QED3) with Nf = 4
flavors of Dirac fermions coupled to a U(1) gauge field. However the symmetry properties of the
magnetic monopoles, an important class of critical degrees of freedom, behave very differently on
different lattices. In particular, we show that the lattice momentum and angular momentum of
monopoles can be determined from the charge (or Wannier) centers of the corresponding spinon
insulator. We also show that for DSLs on bipartite lattices, there always exists a monopole that
transforms trivially under all microscopic symmetries owing to the existence of a parent SU(2) gauge
theory. We connect our results to generalized Lieb-Schultz-Mattis theorems and also derive the time-
reversal and reflection properties of monopoles. Our results indicate that recent insights into free
fermion band topology can also guide the description of strongly correlated quantum matter.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum spin liquids represent a class of exotic quan-
tum phases of matter beyond the traditional Landau
symmetry-breaking paradigm. Besides being concep-
tually interesting and experimentally relevant on their
own [1–3], they are also connected to various deep prob-
lems ranging from high-temperature superconductivity
to topological order and strongly coupled gauge theo-
ries, to name a few [4, 5].
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2A particularly interesting quantum spin liquid in two
spatial dimensions is the Dirac spin liquid (DSL) [4, 6–
12]. The DSL is described by fermionic spinons – emer-
gent particles carrying spin-1/2 – whose dispersion at
low energies is described by the massless Dirac equa-
tion. These Dirac spinons interact with an emergent
photon (U(1) gauge field), an effective field theory known
as QED3. This spin liquid state was originally dis-
cussed on the square lattice in the context of high-Tc
cuprates[4] and as a “mother state” of different com-
peting orders[13]. On the kagome´ lattice the DSL is
a candidate ground state for the Heisenberg antiferro-
magnet [8, 9, 14], as supported by recent DMRG cal-
culations [10, 12], and may potentially be relevant for
experimental systems such as hertbertsmithite [15, 16],
although gapped spin liquids have also been proposed
in this context. On the triangular lattice, a spin liq-
uid is observed in DMRG studies when a small sec-
ond neighbor spin coupling J2 is added in the range
0.07 < J2/J1 < 0.15 [17], and variational Monte Carlo
simulation suggested it to be a Dirac spin liquid [11]. As
predicted for a Dirac spin liquid, a chiral spin liquid is
obtained in this parameter range as soon as a time rever-
sal symmetry breaking perturbation is applied [18, 19].
Further support comes from recent lattice gauge theory
simulations have reported that QED3, even with rela-
tively small number of fermion flavors, may exhibit a
stable critical phase, at least when symmetry lowering
perturbations and monopoles were absent (sometimes
called ‘non-compact’ QED3) [20, 21]. This raises the
remarkable possibility that the DSL may be realized as
a stable phase (or perhaps a critical point, see [22]) on
the triangular lattice. Intriguingly, quantum spin liq-
uid materials candidates have recently emerged on the
triangular lattice [23, 24].
To make progress however, one really needs a rig-
orous understanding of monopoles [25–27], an impor-
tant class of excitations (or more accurately critical fluc-
tuations), in the DSL. If symmetry-allowed and rele-
vant (in the renormalization-group sense), the prolifera-
tion of monopole instantons leads to instabilities of the
DSL [28]. The properties of the monopoles also decide
the nature of other, more conventional, phases in prox-
imity to the DSL [28]. However, a fundamental aspect of
the monopoles, their quantum numbers under the micro-
scopic symmetries (lattice, time-reversal, etc.), has long
been an unresolved issue. In the simpler case of a semi-
classical theory of fluctuating Neel order, or equivalently
a theory based on bosonic spinons (Schwinger bosons)
coupled to a U(1) gauge field that naturally appears
on bipartite lattices, the lattice symmetry properties of
monopoles were calculated in [29, 30]. This played an
important role in predicting valence bond solid (VBS) or-
der as a competing singlet state, and in the development
of deconfined criticality [31, 32], of the Neel-VBS phase
transiton. However, for fermionic spinons which provides
an intrinsically quantum mechanical description, such an
analytic understanding is still absent. Some progress
was made in Ref. [33], in which the monopole quan-
tum numbers on square lattice were shown to be con-
strained by group-theoretic considerations [34] and were
eventually calculated numerically. Subsequently an anal-
ysis of the honeycomb [35] and kagome´ [9] lattices were
also initiated. We report the numerical computation of
monopole quantum numbers for several symmetries on
these lattices in a parallel paper[28], and also discuss
consequences for the stability and the phenomenology of
the DSL. In contrast, in this work we uncover a close and
unexpected connection between the symmetry properties
of monopoles and fermion band topology. This allows us
to build on recent progress understanding band topology
protected by crystalline symmetries, to develop a sys-
tematic analytical approach to calculate the monopole
symmetry quantum numbers on essentially any lattice –
although we focus on the physically relevant ones includ-
ing square, honeycomb, triangular and kagome´. Armed
with this deeper understanding and analytical machin-
ery, we are able to obtain a complete understanding of
the symmetry action on monopoles. Along with several
new results, we clarify some misconceptions in previous
work, and also verify consistency with generalized Lieb-
Shultz-Mattis theorems.
Our new understanding was enabled by developments
in the theories of topological insulators and topologi-
cal crystalline insulators over the past decade. Essen-
tially, the symmetry properties of the monopoles are
fixed by the “band topology” of the underlying fermionic
spinons. By establishing the precise connection between
band topology and monopole quantum numbers, the lat-
ter can be calculated using the technology of topologi-
cal band theory. An analogous approach has long been
used to determine monopole quantum numbers associ-
ated with continuous, on-site symmetries. For exam-
ple, when fermions fill a Chern band, a Chern-Simons
term is generated that represents charge-flux attach-
ment. Similarly, the Sz-spin is carried by the monopole
(a flux-quanta) in the presence of a quantized spin Hall
conductance[35]. In this work we leverage the full power
of topological band theory to determine monopole quan-
tum numbers to include lattice symmetries and time-
reversal.
It turns out that that the monopoles’ lattice momenta
and angular momenta (the most challenging part of the
problem) is related to an old concept in band theory:
the charge (or Wannier) centers of an occupied band.
The basic idea is extremely simple: if a charge sits at a
point in space (the Wannier center), a monopole (mag-
netic flux) picks up a Berry phase when moving around
it. Recent developments[36–39], especially the clarifica-
tion of the notion of “fragile topology”, enabled us to
calculate the charge centers even when there is an ob-
struction to obtaining localized Wannier states. In fact,
this is a frequent occurance in the states we will dis-
cuss, nevertheless we are able to obtain the location of
charge centers efficiently, which then feature sites with
both negative and positive charges. We note that a sim-
3ilar calculation has been applied to a particular spinon
mean field theory on the square lattice in Ref. [40], where
the charges could be localized on lattice sites.
We will also see that monopoles behave very differently
on bipartite (honeycomb and square) and non-bipartite
(triangular and kagome´) lattices: on bipartite lattices
there always exists a monopole that transforms trivially
under all the microscopic symmetries, making it an al-
lowed perturbation to the theory, thereby likely desta-
bilizing the DSL; on non-bipartite lattices this does not
happen, at least in the examples we considered. The dif-
ference can be traced to the fact that on bipartite lattices
one can continuously tune the DSL state to another spin
liquids state with SU(2) (instead of U(1)) gauge group.
This connection leads to a different, and simpler, way
of calculating monopole quantum numbers on bipartite
lattices, with results that are consistent with the band
topology approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
we review for completeness, aspects of U(1) Dirac spin
liquids, and define precisely the problem of monopole
quantum numbers. We also derive some general results
on time-reversal and reflection symmetries. In Sec. III
we calculate the monopole quantum numbers on bipar-
tite lattices (honeycomb and square) by two different
methods – with give identical results. In Sec. IV we de-
velop a more general method, based on spinon charge
centers, that is applicable to both bipartite and non-
bipartite lattices. In Sec. V we apply this method to
calculate monopole quantum numbers for the DSL on
the triangular and kagome´ lattices. In Sec. VI we discuss
the connection between some of the monopole quantum
numbers and generalized Lieb-Schultz-Mattis theorems
and their corresponding field theory anomalies. We con-
clude in Sec. VIII and discusses open issues. The spinon
mean-field theory used on four types of lattices and the
fermion bilinear transformations are relegated to Appen-
dices.
II. GENERALITIES
A. U(1) Dirac spin liquid and monopole operators
We start with the standard parton decomposition of
the spin-1/2 operators on the lattice
Si =
1
2
f†i,ασαβfi,β , (1)
where fi,α is a fermion (spinon) on site i with spin α ∈
{↑, ↓} and σ are Pauli matrices. This re-writing is exact
if we stay in the physical Hilbert space, defined by the
constraint
∑
α f
†
i,αfi,α = 1. We now relax the constraint
and allow the fermionic spinons to hop on the lattice
(for more details see Ref. [5]), according to a mean field
Hamiltonian
HMF = −
∑
ij
f†i tijfj . (2)
There is a gauge redundancy fi → eiαifi in the par-
ton decomposition Eq. (1), which results in the emer-
gence of a dynamical U(1) gauge field aµ that couples
to the fermions f . Each site carries a gauge charge
qi =
∑
α f
†
i,αfi,α − 1. In the strong coupling limit where
the gauge field simply enforces a constraint qi = 0 on
each site, the physical spin Hilbert space is recovered.
However if the gauge coupling does not flow to infinity
in the low energy limit (this can almost be viewed as the
definition of a spin liquid phase), the gauge charge only
needs to vanish on average 〈q〉 = 0.
We now arrange the hopping amplitudes tij in a way
so that the spinons form four Dirac cones at low energy:
two Dirac valleys per spin, as required by fermion dou-
bling. For example, on honeycomb lattice one can just
take a uniform, real, and non-bipartite hopping, and two
Dirac valleys will generically appear. The non-bipartite
nature (second-neighbor hopping) is needed to make sure
that the gauge group is U(1) rather than SU(2)[5] – this
will play an important role later in Sec. III A. The rel-
evant mean field Hamiltonians on square, honeycomb,
triangle and kagome´ lattices are described in detail in
Appendix A.
Taking the continuum limit, the U(1) Dirac spin liq-
uids in the low energy, long wavelength (IR) limit can
effectively be described by the following (Euclidean) La-
grangian:
L =
4∑
i=1
ψ¯ii /Daψi +
1
4e2
f2µν , (3)
where ψi is a two-component Dirac fermion and a is a
dynamical U(1) gauge field. We choose (γ0, γ1, γ2) =
(µ2, µ3, µ1) where µ are Pauli matrices. This theory is
also known as QED3 with Nf = 4. The theory flows to
strong coupling at energy scale below e2, and its ultimate
IR fate is not completely known. In this work we assume
that when monopole instantons are suppressed (to be
explained in more details below), this QED theory flows
to a stable critical fixed point in the IR, as supported by
recent numerics[20, 21].
Naively there is a conserved current in the theory
jµ =
1
2pi
µνλ∂νaλ, (4)
that corresponds to a global U(1) symmetry sometimes
called U(1)top. The conserved charge is simply the mag-
netic flux of the emergent U(1) gauge field. One can then
define operators that carries this global U(1)top charge,
i.e. operators that create or annihilate total gauge flux
by 2pi. We denote these operators byM – one can picto-
rially think of it as a point in space-time surrounded by
a 2pi-flux. This operator is not included in Eq. (3), but
in principle may be included as a perturbation which ex-
plicitly breaks the U(1)top symmetry. In the absence of
the gapless Dirac fermions (or other matter fields), it is
known that such a perturbation[25] will open a gap for
the Maxwell photon and confine gauge charges. With
4gapless matter fields (like the Dirac fermions here) the
effect of monopole perturbation is more subtle: at large
enough Nf (fermion flavor) the monopole becomes an
irrelevant perturbation, but the lower critical Nf is not
completely known (some bounds were estimated from
F-theorem [41]).
Let us look at the monopoles in more detail. It is
helpful to think in the large-Nf limit, where gauge fluc-
tuations are suppressed. In this case the monopole sim-
ply creates a static 2pi magnetic flux in which the Dirac
fermions move freely. The most relevant monopole corre-
sponds to the ground state of these Dirac fermions, with
all negative-energy levels filled and all positive-energy
levels empty1. However, each Dirac cone also contributes
to a zero-energy mode (guaranteed by the Atiyah-Singer
index theorem) in a 2pi flux background. The filling of
any of these four zero modes do not affect energetics.
However, gauge-invariance (i.e. vanishing of the over-
all gauge charge) requires that exactly half of the zero
modes to be filled[27]. This gives in total C24 = 6 distinct
(but equally relevant) monopoles, schematically written
as
Φ ∼ f†i f†jMbare, (5)
where f†i creates a fermion in the zero-mode associated
with ψi, andMbare creates a “bare” flux quanta without
filling any zero mode. For later convenience, we define
the six monopoles as
Φ†1/2/3 = f
†
α,s(τ
1/2/3)αβss
′
f†β,s′Mbare
Φ†4/5/6 = if
†
α,s()
αβ(σ1/2/3)ss
′
f†β,s′Mbare (6)
where we refine the label of zero mode by valley indices
α = 1, 2 and spin indices s =↑, ↓,  is the antisymmetric
rank-2 tensor, which is necessary because of the anticom-
mutation relations of f operators, τ, σ acts on valley/spin
indices as the standard Pauli matrices formalism. The
factor i in the second line is necessary such that the
six monopoles are related by SU(4) rotations of Dirac
fermions (to be explained in more detail later). From
our construction, it’s straightforward to see that the first
three monopoles are spin singlets, while the latter three
monopoles are spin triplets. Both Dirac sea and the
zero modes contribute to properties of monopoles such
as symmetry quantum numbers.
One can likewise define “anti-monopoles” as operators
inserting −2pi flux and appropriately filling Dirac zero
modes. However, it is more convenient for us to simply
view such operators as the “anti-particles”, or hermitian
conjugates, of the monopole operators defined above.
Notice that under a 2pi-flux, each zero-mode behaves
as a Lorentz scalar [27](since there is no other index re-
sponsible for higher spin), in contrast to its parent Dirac
1 All these can be made more precise through radial quantization
and the state-operator correspondence, but for the purpose of
this work we do not need to use those machineries.
fermion (originally a spinor). This makes the monopole
operator also a Lorentz scalar.
B. Symmetries
We now carefully examine the global symmetries of the
continuum QED3 theory. Clearly we have the Lorentz
symmetry, together with the standard charge conjuga-
tion C, time-reversal T and space reflection Rx. As we
have discussed already, the conservation of the gauge
flux corresponds to a global U(1) symmetry known as
the topological U(1)top. The fermion flavor symmetry
is naively SU(4): ψi → Uijψj where U ∈ SU(4), but
we should remember that global symmetries, properly
defined, should only act on gauge invariant local op-
erators. Naively one would consider fermion bilinear
operators like ψ¯σµτνψ as the simplest gauge-invariant
operators, which transform as (15-dimensional) SU(4)
adjoints. However, the monopole operators (defined in
Eq. (5) or (6)) transform as a 6-dimensional vector un-
der SU(4), or more precisely SO(6) = SU(4)/Z2. Notice
that this operator is odd under both the SO(6) center
(−I6×6) and a pi-rotation in U(1)top. More generally one
can show that any local operator has to be simultane-
ously odd or even under the two operations – for example
a fermion bilinear ψ¯iψj carries no gauge flux and is even
under the SO(6) center. So the proper global symmetry
group should be
SO(6)× U(1)top
Z2
(7)
together with C, T ,Rx and Lorentz. One can cer-
tainly consider 2pi-monopoles in higher representations
of SO(6), but in this work we will assume that the lead-
ing monopoles (with lowest scaling dimension) are the
ones forming an SO(6) vector – this is physically rea-
sonable and can be justified in large-Nf limit.
Instead of working with the explicit definition of
monopoles from Eq. (5), we shall simply think of the
monopoles as six operators {Φ1, ...Φ6} that carry unit
charge under U(1)top and transform as a vector un-
der SO(6): Φi → OijΦj . Likewise we define “anti-
monopoles” as six operators {Φ†1, ...Φ†6} that also trans-
form as an SO(6) vector, but carry −1 charge under
U(1)top. The virtue of defining the monopole opera-
tors abstractly based on symmetry representations is
that we can easily fix the C, T ,Rx symmetry actions on
the monopoles completely based on the group structure.
Consider a “bare” time-reversal symmetry
T0 : ψ → iγ0σ2τ2ψ, (8)
where γ acts on the Dirac index, σ acts on the physical
spin index, and τ acts on the “valley” index. The physi-
cal time-reversal symmetry T (to be discussed later) is in
general a combination of T0 and some additional SU(4)
rotation UT . Now consider the group structure of the
5SO(6)× U(1)top/Z2 symmetry and T0. Clearly T0 com-
mutes with U(1)top, which simply means that monopoles
become anti-monopoles. T0 also commutes with SU(4)
rotations generated by {σi, τ i}, namely the spin-valley
subgroup SO(3)spin × SO(3)valley. But for those gen-
erated by {σi τ j} we have T0U = U†T0. One can then
show that the only consistent implementations on the
monopoles are T0 : Φ→ ±OTΦ†, where
OT =
(
I3×3 0
0 −I3×3
)
. (9)
The basis is chosen so that Φ1,2,3 rotates under the
SO(3) generated by τ i, and Φ4,5,6 rotates under that
by σi. Importantly, OT ∈ O(6) but not SO(6). One can
likewise consider a “bare” reflection
R0 : ψ(x)→ iγ1ψ(Rx). (10)
Since this symmetry commutes with SO(6) rotations but
flips U(1)top charge, we have for the monopoles R0 :
Φi → Φ†i (up to a phase factor which can be absorbed
through a re-definition of Φ). Finally for the “bare”
charge-conjugation
C0 : ψ → σ2τ2ψ∗. (11)
We notice that it has the same commutation relation
to SO(6) as T0 and also flips U(1)top charge. There-
fore C0 : Φ → ±OTΦ†. This analysis also shows that
the fermion mass operators ψ¯iTijψj that form an ad-
joint representation of SU(4) (T is an SU(4) generator)
is indistinguishable from iΦ†iAijΦj in terms of symmetry
quantum numbers, where A is a real 6×6 anti-symmetric
matrix.
Clearly the lattice spin Hamiltonians would not have
the full continuum symmetry – typically we only have
spin rotation, lattice translation and rotation, reflec-
tion and time-reversal symmetries. It was argued in
Ref. [13] that the enlarged symmetry (such as SO(6) ×
U(1)top/Z2) would emerge in the IR theory since terms
breaking this symmetry down to the microscopic ones
are likely to be irrelevant (justified in large-Nf analysis).
In this work we will assume that the enlarged symmetry
does emerge, at least before the monopole tunnelings are
explicitly added to the Lagrangian.
The central question in this paper is: given a realiza-
tion of a U(1) Dirac spin liquid on some lattice, how
do the monopoles transform under the microscopic sym-
metries (such as lattice translation)? Since we already
know how the monopoles transform under the IR emer-
gent symmetries (such as SO(6)×U(1)/Z2), the question
can be equivalently formulated as: how are the micro-
scopic symmetries embedded into the enlarged symme-
try group? Clearly spin-rotation can only be embedded
as an SO(3) subgroup of the SO(6) flavor group, mean-
ing that three of the six monopoles (Φ4,5,6 from Eq. (6))
form a spin-1 vector, and the other three (Φ1,2,3 from
Eq. (6)) are spin singlets. Other discrete symmetries can
be realized, in general, as combinations of certain SO(6)
rotations followed by a nontrivial U(1)top rotation, and
possibly some combinations of C0, T0,R0. (Remember
that Lorentz group acts trivially on the 2pi-monopoles.)
In fact, in all the examples we are interested in, all those
discrete symmetries commute with the spin SO(3) rota-
tion. This means that for most purposes we can focus
on the SO(3)spin × SO(3)valley subgroup of SO(6), and
the realization of the discrete symmetries should only
envolve SO(3)valley and possibly C,P, T .
Many of these group elements in a symmetry realiza-
tion can be fixed from the symmetry transformations
of the Dirac fermions ψi, which is in turn fixed by the
symmetry of the mean field ansatz in Eq. (2), under the
name of projective symmetry group (PSG)[5]. For ex-
ample, if the symmetry operation acts on ψ as ψ → Uψ
with a nontrivial U ∈ SU(4), then we know that the
monopoles should also be multiplied by an SO(6) ma-
trix O that corresponds to U . This SO(6) matrix O
can be uniquely identified up to an overall sign, which
can also be viewed as a pi-rotation in U(1)top. In prac-
tice the SO(6) flavor rotation involved in a symmetry
realization is always within the SO(3)spin × SO(3)valley
subgroup. The six monopoles transform as (1, 0)⊕ (0, 1)
under this subgroup, which is the same representation
of the six fermion bilinears {ψ¯σiψ, ψ¯τ iψ}. Therefore to
fix the SO(6) rotation of the monopoles in a given sym-
metry realization it is sufficient to fix that for the six
masses, also known as quantum spin Hall and quantum
valley Hall masses, respectively. For the examples we
are interested in, these information are also reviewed in
Appendix. A.
Similar logic applies to operations like C, T ,Rx. The
only exception is the flux symmetry U(1)top: there is no
information regarding U(1)top in the PSG. Fixing the
possible U(1)top rotations in the implementations of the
microscopic discrete symmetries is the main task of this
work.
The difficulty in fixing the U(1)top factor in a sym-
metry transform lies in its UV nature: intuitively, the
U(1)top phase factor comes from the Berry phase accu-
mulated when a monopole moves on the lattice scale, in
a nontrivial “charge background”[29, 30]. This lattice-
scale feature is not manifested directly in simple objects
in the IR (such as the Dirac fermions). In previous stud-
ies such phase factors were decided numerically[28, 33,
42]. In this paper we will develop several different ana-
lytical methods to calculate such phase factors.
We should emphasize here that the questions ad-
dressed in this work are kinematic (rather than dynam-
ical) in nature: i.e. we are interested in the qualitative
properties of the monopoles, such as symmetry repre-
sentations, rather than quantitative properties such as
scaling dimensions. We will introduce, at various stages
of our argument, assumptions that are only justified in
certain limits (such as at large-Nf ), and importantly al-
though these assumptions will not be completely satis-
fied, they will provide a rationale for selecting an answer
6typically from a discrete set of possibilities. Some of
the particularly important assumptions that follow from
this treatment are: (1) the most relevant monopole op-
erator are those that transform as an SO(6) vector and
Lorentz scalar – this is physically reasonable but justifi-
able only in large-Nf , (2) when perturbed by an adjoint
mass ψ¯σµτνψ, the small mass limit is adiabatically con-
nected with the large mass limit which describes lattice
scale physics and the Wannier limit (roughly speaking,
this means that the adjoint mass is not only relevant, but
flows all the way to infinity in the IR)2 – another physi-
cally reasonable assumption that is justified in large-Nf ,
and (3) the U(1)top phase factors in the microscopic sym-
metry realizations are decided completely by the mean-
field theory of the spinons (which is a free fermion the-
ory) – gauge fluctuations only modify other quantitative
features (such as scaling dimensions) but not the (dis-
crete) symmetry properties. In particular, assumption
(3) may not always be valid (depending on microscopic
details), but when it is not valid, the parton construc-
tion combined with the mean-field description is itself
not likely to provide a reasonable starting point to de-
scribe the phase.
C. Time-reversal, reflection and band topology
We now derive some general results for time-reversal
and reflection symmetries that will be generally applica-
ble in all the systems we are interested in. Essentially,
with the help of the exact SO(3) spin rotation symmetry,
the U(1)top phase factors associated with time-reversal
and reflection can be uniquely fixed.
Since the U(1)top phase factor comes from UV physics,
we can deform the QED3 theory with a fermion mass to
make the theory IR trivial, so that we can focus on the
UV part. Consider perturbing with a mass term
∆L = mψ¯iTijψj , (12)
where Tij is chosen to be an SU(4) generator without
loss of generality. The fermions are now gapped, and
there is a pure Maxwell U(1) gauge theory left in the IR.
The zero-modes associated with the monopoles are lifted
(according to the signs of the fermion masses), lifting the
six-fold degeneracy of the monopole completely, so that
there is only one gapless monopole left in the Maxwell
theory. The identity of the surviving monopole is fixed
again by symmetry. The mass term breaks the flavor
symmetry from SO(6) to SO(4) × SO(2). If we probe
the theory with an SO(4)× SO(2) gauge field ASO(4) +
ASO(2), the massive fermions generate a topological term
Ltop = sgn(m)
2pi
ASO(2)da. (13)
2 The flow to infinity is smooth with no singularity/fixed point.
This means that the monopole (now unique) carries ±1
charge under the SO(2) generated by T in Eq. (12) and is
a singlet under the remaining SO(4) – this uniquely fixes
the identity of the monopole among the six degenerate
ones in the gapless phase. The argument will also be
useful for deciding the nature of the symmetry-breaking
phase when a mass perturbation is turned on, since the
monopole will eventually spontaneously condense in the
Maxwell theory, possibly breaking further symmetries
(such as the SO(2) here).
Now as long as the relevant symmetry, let us call it
g, is not broken by the mass perturbation, the U(1)top
phase factor Ugtop associated with the implementation of
g will not be affected. We are thus left with the simpler
problem of finding the Berry phase of a non-degenerate
monopole moving in an insulating (gapped) charge back-
ground, which is essentially determined by the topology
of the insulator. Since the other monopoles are related
to this monopole by some SO(6) flavor rotations, their
symmetry transformations are fixed once we obtain the
transformation of this particular monopole.
It turns out to be particularly useful, for all the exam-
ples to be considered in this work, to consider a “quan-
tum spin Hall” (QSH) mass perturbation
∆LQSH = mψ¯σ3ψ, (14)
where σ3 acts in the spin but not valley index. This term
breaks the spin SO(3) rotation down to SO(2) and gen-
erates a mutual spin-charge Hall response as in Eq. (13),
so that the low energy monopole operator transforms as
Sz = sgn(m) – in our notation this monopole is denoted
as Φ4 ± iΦ5. Crucially, this term leaves all other dis-
crete symmetries unbroken – except for reflection sym-
metries R, but it is still a symmetry when combined
with a spin-flip operation R′ = σ2R. Since the U(1)top
factors can be nontrivial only for lattice symmetries and
time reversal, they can all be determined by considering
monopole quantum numbers in this QSH insulator. For
example, it is well known that the QSH insulator is also
a Z2 topological insulator[43], protected by the Kramers
time-reversal symmetry T : f → iσ2f . This fixes the
transformation of the monopole under time-reversal to
be:
T :M→−M†, (15)
where the non-triviality of the topological insulator is
manifested in the minus sign. This can be seen most
easily through the edge state of the QHE insulator
Hedge =
∫
dxχ†iσ2∂xχ, (16)
where χ is a two-component Dirac fermion in (1 + 1)d,
with time-reversal acting as χ → iσ2χ that forbids any
mass term. In the QHE state a monopole tunneling
event will transfer one left-moving fermion into a right-
moving one, which is nothing but the physics of axial
7anomaly. This leads to the operator identification on the
edge M∼ χ†(σ1 + iσ3)χ, from which Eq. (15) follows.
Reflection symmetry can be discussed in a similar
manner. If the reflection does not involve charge con-
jugation, the monopole simply transforms as
Rx :M→ eiθRM†. (17)
where the overall phase factor can change by a re-
definition of M and is therefore physically meaningless
– unless there are more than one reflection axis, in which
case the relative phases in the transforms become mean-
ingful. Charge conjugation symmetry (if exists) alone is
not interesting for the same reason.
It becomes more interesting, and turns out to be also
much simpler, when a reflection involves an extra charge
conjugation operation, denoted as CR. Under this sym-
metry, the monopole is mapped to itself, possibly with a
sign
CR :M→±M, (18)
where we have assumed that (CR)2 = 1 on local opera-
tors. The two different signs in the above transformation
are physically distinct and represent different topology
of the underlying insulators.
In a quantum spin Hall insulator, it turns out to be
particularly simple to tell if the insulator is also nontriv-
ial under an additional CR: it is trivial if (CR)2ψ = −ψ,
and nontrivial if (CR)2ψ = +ψ (which then leads to the
nontrivial sign in Eq. (18)). In particular, the “bare”
CR symmetry defined in Eq. (11) and (10) squares to
one and therefore has nontrivial transformation.
The easiest way to understand the above statement is
to consider the edge state Eq. (16) that preserves both
charge, spin-Sz and CR symmetry. There are two differ-
ent ways to implement a CR symmetry: CR+ : χ(x) →
χ†(−x) or CR− : χ(x) → σ2χ†(−x), where (CR+)2 = 1
and (CR−)2 = −1 on the fermions. It is easy to see that
CR+ forbids a Dirac mass term, making the insulator
also nontrivial under CR+, while CR− does not forbid
any mass term and is therefore trivial. The monopole
transformation under CR in Eq. (18) can be obtained
through the operator identification M∼ χ†(σ1 + iσ3)χ.
This result is perhaps natural when we think of CR as
obtained from Wick-rotating time-reversal symmetry T
using CRT theorem[44], where T 2 = (−1)F rotates to
(CR)2 = +1.
It is now natural to ask what would happen if we had
a “quantum valley Hall” mass ψ¯τ iψ instead. Now since
the full spin SO(3) is unbroken, the insulator cannot
have the band topology of topological insulators (under
either T or CR) – this is simply the famous statement
that topological insulator requires spin-orbit coupling.
Therefore time-reversal and reflection (or CR) should act
trivially on spin singlet monopoles selected by the valley
Hall masses.3
3 One might wonder why our previous argument for the quan-
To summarize, the two symmetries T0 and CR0 defined
in Eq. (8), (11) and (10) acts on the six monopoles as
T0 :
(
Φ1,2,3
Φ4,5,6
)
→
(
Φ†1,2,3
−Φ†4,5,6
)
,
CR0 :
(
Φ1,2,3
Φ4,5,6
)
→
(
Φ1,2,3
−Φ4,5,6
)
. (19)
The physical time-reversal and reflection may further in-
volve additional SO(6) rotations or charge conjugations,
which can be included straightforwardly.
Next we turn to the more complicated symmetries in-
cluding lattice translation and rotations. We first discuss
the simpler cases on bipartite lattices.
III. MONOPOLE QUANTUM NUMBERS I:
BIPARTITE LATTICES
A. Monopole quantum numbers constrained by
QCD3
On bipartite lattices, at least for the examples consid-
ered in this work, we can always continuously tune the
mean field Hamiltonian Eq. (2), without breaking any
symmetry or changing the low-energy Dirac dispersion,
to reach a point with particle-hole symmetry:
C : fi,α → (−1)iiσ2αβf†i,β . (20)
This theory will then have a larger gauge symmetry of
SU(2)g, with (fα, iσ
y
αβf
†
β)
T forming an SU(2)g funda-
mental (anti-fundamental) on each site in A-sublattice
(B-sublattice) for each spin α. The low energy theory
again has four Dirac cones, with two valleys, each form-
ing a fundamental under both gauge SU(2)g and spin
SU(2)s. The continuum field theory of such state, de-
scribed by an SU(2) gauge field coupled to four Dirac
cones, is also known as QCD3 with Nf = 2. The La-
grangian is given by
LQCD =
2∑
i=1
χ¯i(i/∂ + /a
SU(2))χi. (21)
tum spin Hall insulator cannot be used for the quantum valley
Hall insulator – afterall the time-reversal action T0 appeared
to be democratic between valley and spin indices. Crucially, in
our systems the continuous valley symmetry is never exact in
the UV, but can only be emergent in the IR. This has to do
with a mixed anomaly between the valley SO(3)valley and spin
SO(3)spin in the continuum field theory, which is one manifes-
tation of the parity anomaly. This means that one cannot use
the previous argument here, since the link between quantum
spin Hall and time-reversal topological insulating behavior re-
lies crucially on the exactness of the spin rotation symmetry –
in particular, the edge state argument assumes that there is no
anomaly associated to the symmetries involved (a point dubbed
“edgability” in Ref. [45]).
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be Higgsed down to U(1) by reinstating the particle-
hole symmetry breaking hopping (which could be weak),
and our familiar U(1) Dirac spin liquid will be recov-
ered at low energy. However, it turns out to be very
useful to consider an intermediate theory in which the
SU(2) gauge symmetry is Higgsed down to U(1), but the
particle-hole symmetry survives as a global ZC2 symme-
try. At low energy this theory also flows to QED3, but
with an extra ZC2 symmetry compared to the U(1) Dirac
spin liquid. In fact this theory does not faithfully repre-
sent a lattice spin system due to the extra ZC2 . However,
it is a perfectly well-defined lattice gauge theory, and can
represent a lattice spin system if the spin-rotation sym-
metry is enlarged from SO(3) to O(3) ∼ SO(3) × ZC2 .
In the continuum theory this intermediate QED3 can be
obtained from the QCD3 theory by condensing a Higgs
field that carries spin-1 of the gauge SU(2) and is even
under ZC2 . This Higgs condensation does not break any
global symmetry of the QCD3 and the low energy Dirac
dispersion is not affected. We can then safely view the
continuum QCD3 field theory (which is free in the UV),
instead of the original lattice theory, as the UV com-
pletion of the intermediate QED3 theory. As we shall
see below, the virtue of this alternative UV completion
is that the QCD3 theory is much easier to understand
than the full lattice theory.
The QCD theory has the standard Lorentz and T ,Rx
symmetries. It may not necessarily flow to a confor-
mal fixed point[46], but this should not be important
for our discussion since we are not interested in the ul-
timate IR fate of this theory. The flavor symmetry of
QCD3 at Nf = 2 is SO(5), which acts on the fermions
as Spin(5) = Sp(4). Crucially, there is no additional
topological symmetry since the flux of SU(2) gauge field
is not conserved.
Now we notice that the implementation of the micro-
scopic (continuous or discrete) symmetries in the QCD3
theory is completely fixed by the symmetry transform of
the Dirac fermions χ, due to the absence of any gauge
flux conservation. For example, a nontrivial Sp(4) trans-
form on χ maps to a unique SO(5) transform on gauge-
invariant operators such as fermion bilinears. Notice
that in the SU(4) → SO(6) mapping discussed in the
QED3 context we still had a sign ambiguity due to the
existence of SO(6) center −I6×6. That ambiguity is ab-
sent here since SO(5) has no center. The bottom line is
that we know completely how the microscopic symme-
tries are embedded into the symmetries of the continuum
QCD3 field theory. Once we reach the QCD description,
the exact nature of these symmetries at the lattice scale
is no longer important – we simply view them as part of
the SO(5)×Lorentz ×T ,Rx symmetry. Now we Higgs
the SU(2) gauge symmetry down to U(1), and far below
the Higgs scale we obtain the intermediate QED3 the-
ory which has a larger emergent symmetry including the
SO(6)× U(1)/Z2 and ZC2 symmetries.
We now show that there is a unique way to embed
the symmetries of QCD (SO(5) and R, T ) into the sym-
metries of QED. This will in turn fix the embedding
of the microscopic symmetries into the symmetries of
QED. First, it is obvious that there is a unique way
to embed the continuous SO(5) symmetry of QCD to
SO(6)×U(1)/Z2 of QED, up to re-ordering of operators:
five of the six monopoles should transform as an SO(5)
vector and the remaining one (call it Φtrivial) should be
an SO(5) singlet, or 6 = 1 ⊕ 5. Since the microscopic
spin rotation symmetry SO(3)spin must be part of the
SO(5), the SO(5) singlet monopole Φtrivial must also be
a spin singlet, i.e. it is a combination of Φ1,2,3. Crucially,
there is no nontrivial U(1)top phase factor involved in the
realization of the SO(5) symmetry on the monopoles.
Now consider the bare time-reversal and reflection-
conjugation defined in Eq. (8), (11) and (10). As we ar-
gued before they act on the monopoles as Eq. (19). This
immediately implies that the SO(5) singlet monopole
Φtrivial also transforms trivially under T0 and CR0. The
physical time-reversal and reflection symmetry may in-
volve a further SO(5) flavor rotation, but this will not
affect Φtrivial since it is an SO(5) singlet. For the
charge-conjugation symmetry C, we expect Φtrivial →
eiθΦ†trivial for some phase factor e
iθ since C cannot mix
SO(5) singlet with SO(5) vector, and the phase can be
chosen to be trivial by redefining the monopole oper-
ators. In this case ReΦtrivial ≡ (Φtrivial + Φ†tivial)/2 is
trivial under C (in later examples sometimes the opposite
convention is chosen). We then conclude that ReΦtrivial
is trivial under all microscopic symmetries in the inter-
mediate QED3 theory.
We now consider the actual U(1) Dirac spin liquid
of interest to us. This can be obtained from the in-
termediate QED3 by explicitly breaking the C symme-
try. It is also possible, as we shall see on square lat-
tice, that some other symmetries such as translation
T1,2 and time-reversal T are also broken, but the com-
binations T1,2C and T C are preserved. In any case,
the symmetry-breaking term does not change the low-
energy Dirac dispersion (except velocity anisotropy) and
is expected to be irrelevant. Therefore we do not ex-
pect any change in monopole symmetry quantum num-
bers – as long as the symmetries are still unbroken.
In particular, the trivial monopole Φtrivial, or at least
ReΦtrivial ≡ (Φtrivial + Φ†tivial)/2, should still transform
trivially under all global symmetries.
In summary, on bipartite lattices there is always one
monopole operator (at least the real or imaginary part of
it) that transforms trivially under all microscopic sym-
metries. The reasoning is summarized in Fig. 1.
Although we have emphasized the bipartieness of the
lattices in our argument, the discussion above showed
that what really mattered was whether the U(1) spin
liquid mean-field ansatz could be upgraded to an SU(2)
gauge theory. One could certainly consider mean-field
ansatz on bipartite lattices that are “intrinsically non-
bipartite”, meaning they cannot be adiabatically tuned
to have an SU(2) gauge structure. One could also con-
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FIG. 1: For the Dirac spin liquid on bipartite lattices
(honeycomb and square) we can view the continuum
QCD3 + Higgs field theory (instead of the original
lattice theory) as the UV completion of the QED3
theory. The implementation of microscopic symmetries
(at the lattice scale) in the QCD theory can be fixed by
PSG analysis, while the implementation of QCD
symmetries in the QED theory is also uniquely fixed by
field theory analysis. This uniquely fixes the
implementation of microscopic symmetries in the QED
(U(1) Dirac spin liquid) theory.
sider ansatz on non-bipartite lattices that are compatible
with SU(2) gauge structure, for example by making all
the hoppings imaginary (giving up time-reversal sym-
metry; although this would typically induce a gap). Our
dichotomy on bipartiteness should be applied with care
in those scenarios.
The above argument also completely fixes all the
monopole quantum numbers on bipartite lattices. We
now look at honeycomb and square lattices in detail.
1. Honeycomb lattice
The uniform hopping mean-field ansatz on honeycomb
gives the Nf = 4 QED3 low-energy theory. The Dirac
points stay at momenta K = ( 2pi3 ,
2pi
3 ),K
′ = −K. Under
appropriate basis, the low-energy effective Hamiltonian
takes the standard Dirac form. The physical symmetries
act as
T1/2 : ψ → e−i 2pi3 τ
3
ψ C6 : ψ → −ie−ipi6 µ3τ1e−i 2pi3 τ3ψ
Rx : ψ → −µ2τ2ψ Ry : ψ → µ1τ3ψ
T : ψ → −iσ2µ2τ2ψ C : ψ → iµ1τ1σ2ψ∗ (22)
where µi are Pauli matrices acting on the Dirac spinor in-
dex, T1/2 is the translation along two basis vectors with
2pi/3 angle between them,C6 is pi/3 rotation around a
center of a honeycomb plaquette, and Rx/y denotes re-
flection perpendicular to the direction of the unit cell/
the axis perpendicular to unit cell direction, respectively.
As an illustrative example, let us consider the C6 rota-
tion (the most nontrivial symmetry here). In general the
six monopoles could transform as Φi → eiθCcOijΦj with
eiθC6 an overall phase and the SO(6) matrix O given by
O =

− cos(2pi/3) sin(2pi/3) 0 0 0 0
sin(2pi/3) cos(2pi/3) 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1
 .
(23)
The form of the matrix Oij is fixed by the sym-
metry transforms of the Dirac fermions C6 : ψ →
τ1 exp
(−i 2pi3 τ3)ψ, up to an overall sign that can be
absorbed into the overall phase factor. Our argument
implies that the phase factor eiθC6 should be chosen so
that the total transform takes the form(
1 0
0 SO(5)
)
, (24)
with the trivial monopole being a spin singlet. Since
O already takes the above form (with Φ3 being a triv-
ial singlet), the additional U(1)top phase factor must be
trivial. Focusing on the spin triplet monopoles (Φ4,5,6),
this reproduces the result previously obtained through
numerical calculations[35].
The other symmetry actions can be determined using
the same logic. The results are tabulated in Table I.
An important conclusion is that the operator Φ3 + Φ
†
3
transforms trivially under all physical symmetries, and is
therefore allowed as a perturbation to the QED3 theory.
2. Square lattice
We consider the staggered flux state on the square lat-
tice, with lattice hopping amplitudes (in a certain gauge)
ti,i+ŷ = exp[i(−1)x+yθ/2]t, ti,i+x̂ = (−1)yt. (25)
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T1 T2 R C6 T
Φ†1 cos(
2pi
3
)Φ†1 − sin( 2pi3 )Φ†2 Φ1 − cos( 2pi3 )Φ†1 + sin( 2pi3 )Φ†2 Φ1
Φ†2 cos(
2pi
3
)Φ†2 + sin(
2pi
3
)Φ†1 −Φ2 cos( 2pi3 )Φ†2 + sin( 2pi3 )Φ†1 Φ2
Φ†3 Φ
†
3 Φ
†
3 Φ3 Φ
†
3 Φ3
Φ†4/5/6 Φ
†
4/5/6 Φ
†
4/5/6 −Φ4/5/6 −Φ†4/5/6 −Φ4/5/6
TABLE I: The transformation of monopoles on honeycomb lattice. T1/2 is translation along two basic lattice
vectors, R is reflection perpendicular to the axis defined by a unit cell (shown in fig 5, C6 is the six-fold rotation
around the center of a plaquette. There is a trivial monopole, i.e, the third monopole Φ3.
The staggered flux state can be continuously tuned
(without changing the low-energy Dirac dispersion) to
have θ = 0, also known as the pi-flux state. The pi-flux
state has all the symmetries of the staggered flux state,
together with an additional particle-hole symmetry. In
fact the pi-flux state has an SU(2) gauge symmetry and
the unit cell contains two sites (sublattice A,B) with
a vertical link. As far as monopole quantum number is
concerned, there is no distinction between the two except
for the particle-hole symmetry which does not exist in
the staggered flux state. We will therefore calculate the
monopole quantum number in the pi-flux state, which is
simpler.
There are two gapless points in the reduced Brillouin
zone at Q = (pi/2, pi),Q′ = −Q. The low-energy theory
takes the standard Dirac form in an apropriate basis.
In the pi-flux phase, we can write the (projective) sym-
metry realizations on the Dirac fermions as
T1 : ψ → iτ3ψ T2 : ψ → iτ1ψ
Rx : ψ → µ3 τ3 ψ C4 : ψ → eipi4 µ1e−ipi4 τ2ψ
T : ψ → iµ2σ2 τ2 ψ, (26)
together with a particle-hole symmetry:
C : ψ → iµ3σ2 ψ∗, (27)
where µi are Pauli matrices acting on the Dirac spinor
index, and C4 means a four-fold rotation around a lattice
site. If we turn on a nonzero θ in Eq. (25) and convert the
state to the staggered flux phase, C, T1,2, C4, T will be
broken, but CT1,2, CC4, CT will be preserved and provide
the realizations of the physical symmetries.
The monopole quantum numbers can now be deduced
using the argument outlined above. The results are tab-
ulated in Table II. To be concrete, we start with the
pi-flux state (first four rows in Table II). The C4 opera-
tion, based on its action on the Dirac fermions, should
act on the monopoles as C4 : Φi → eiθC4OC4ij Φj , where
OC4 =

0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
 . (28)
Based on the argument outlined before, we should have
eiθC4 = 1 and Φ2 is the SO(5) singlet monopole. This in
turn fixed the actions of T1,2 on monopoles. For example,
the action of T1 on the Dirac fermions requires that T1 :
Φi → eiθT1OT1ij Φj where
OT1 =

−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
 . (29)
Since Φ2 should be a singlet under flavor symmetries,
we must have eiθT1=−1, which gives the transformation
tabulated in Table II.
The combined symmetry action CRx, as we discussed
before, can act on the monopoles with potentially non-
trivial Berry phases. For this purpose we can view
this symmetry as a combination of CR0 (as defined in
Eq. (11) and (10)) and a flavor rotation ψ → iτ1ψ, fol-
lowed by a Lorentz rotation which does not affect the
scalar monopoles. The CR0 transforms the monopoles
as Eq. (19) and the flavor rotation is essentially the T2
transformation. Therefore under CRx we should have
Φ1 → −Φ1 and Φi → Φi for i 6= 1. For Rx and C sep-
arately, the overall phase depends on the definition of
the monopoles as we discussed, but the relative trans-
formation between the six monopoles is still meaningful.
Since Rx involves a flavor rotation, it should act on the
monopoles as shown in Table II up to an overall phase
which we fix to be trivial. The transformation of C then
follows immediately. Finally the transformation of T on
the monopoles is simply given by Eq. (19).
Now we proceed to consider the staggered-flux state
(the actual U(1) Dirac spin liquid). The only difference
now is that C is no longer a symmetry, and the action of
T1,2, C4, T should all be combined with C. The results
are tabulated in Table II in the last four rows. Again
we see that there is a trivial monopole ImΦ2 that can be
added as a perturbation.
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T1 T2 Rx C4 C T
Φ†1 + − −Φ1 −Φ†3 Φ1 Φ1
Φ†2 + + −Φ2 Φ†2 −Φ2 Φ2
Φ†3 − + Φ3 Φ†1 Φ3 Φ3
Φ†4/5/6 − − Φ4/5/6 Φ†4/5/6 Φ4/5/6 −Φ4/5/6
Φ†1 Φ1 −Φ1 −Φ1 −Φ3 Φ†1
Φ†2 −Φ2 −Φ2 −Φ2 −Φ2 −Φ†2
Φ†3 −Φ3 Φ3 Φ3 Φ1 Φ†3
Φ†4/5/6 −Φ4/5/6 −Φ4/5/6 Φ4/5/6 Φ4/5/6 −Φ†4/5/6
TABLE II: The transformation of monopoles on square lattice. T1/2 is translation along two basic lattice vectors,
Rx is reflection perpendicular to the horizontal axis, C4 is the four-fold rotation around the site (shown in fig 5).
There is a trivial monopole by our definition, i.e, the second monopole Φ2. The first 4 rows and last 4 rows of
monopole transformation correspond to pi flux state and staggered flux state, respectively, which differ by a charge
conjugation for T1/2, C4 and T . The last 4 rows align with the results of M transformations of Ref 33 after making
the identification Φ1/3 = M3/2,Φ2 = iM1,Φ4 ∓ iΦ5 = M4/6,Φ6 = M5 where M†’s are the “monopole operators”
defined in Ref. 33. We emphasize that the “pi-flux state” with U(1) gauge symmetry does not actually represent a
spin system, and should be viewed as an intermediate state for our purpose.
B. Another approach: lattice symmetries
generated by CR
There is another trick to obtain lattice symmetry
quantum number for the monopoles on bipartite lattices,
thanks to the extra C symmetry. The key is to real-
ize that rotation and translation symmetries can all be
generated by repeatedly applying CR symmetries with
respect to different reflection axes (simple R will not
work since the overall phase is not well defined). We
will show below that this approach gives results identi-
cal to those obtained in Sec. III A, which gives us more
confidence since the two approaches appear to be very
different from each other.
Following Sec. II C, we calculate the monopole lattice
quantum numbers when the fermions form a quantum
spin Hall insulator (which preserves all lattice symme-
tries). Recall that in the quantum spin Hall phase,
CR : M → ±M if CR2 = ∓1 on the fermions. This
gives us the quantum numbers of a particular monopole
(say Φ4 + iΦ5), and those of other monopoles can be
fixed by the SO(6) flavor symmetry. Therefore our task
below is to show that the quantum numbers of Φ4 + iΦ5
calculated in the quantum spin Hall phase agree with
those tabulated in Table I and II.
1. Honeycomb
Here we find (CRx/y)2 = −1(1) when acting on
fermions, (see Fig. 2). This means that (from Sec. II C)
the spin triplet monopoles (Φ4,5,6) stays invariant/ gets
a minus sign under CRx, CRy, respectively. All other
space symmetries are generated from reflections and we
get the transformation results in table I. For example,
C6 operation can be obtained by two different CR re-
flections in succession, and we immediately see that
FIG. 2: Reflection axis to be considered in the main
text.
C6 : Φ4,5,6 → Φ4,5,6. Likewise, using two different
reflections to generate translations leads to the results
T1,2 : Φ4,5,6 → Φ4,5,6. These are all in agreement with
Table I.
We emphasize here that the above logic works because
if two different reflection axes are related by a symmetry
operation, then these two reflections should act on the
(unique) monopole M in the same way. More precisely,
g(CR1)g−1 = CR1 when acted on an one-dimensional
representation.
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FIG. 3: Reflection axis to be considered in the main
text.
2. Square
As discussed before, it suffices to consider the pi-flux
phase which has a charge conjugation symmetry. Now
consider CR1 ≡ CRx, CR2 ≡ CT1C24Rx and CR3 ≡
CC4T1C24Rx – the last two are reflections across axis la-
beled in Fig. 3.
It is easy to check that (CR1)2 = (CR3)2 = −1 and
(CR2)2 = +1 on the fermions, which immediately leads
to
CR1 :M→M
CR2 :M→−M
CR3 :M→M. (30)
It is now straightforward to read off other symmetry
transformations on this monopole M ∼ Φ4 + iΦ5. For
example C4 ∼ CR3 · CR1 : M → M and T1,2 ∼ CR1 ·
CR2 :M→−M.
We also make a phase choice so that
C :M→M†. (31)
The transformation of charge conjugation C depends on
the phase choice of monopole but the relative phase be-
tween 6 monopoles are fixed and hence meaningful.
Then we essentially have reproduced Table II for the
pi-flux state. The transformation for Φ1,2,3 can be fixed
by further applying the emergent SO(6) symmetry.
IV. A MORE GENERAL SCHEME: ATOMIC
(WANNIER) CENTERS
We have seen that on bipartite lattices (honeycomb
and square), with the help of particle-hole symmetry (a
hallmark of bipartite lattices), the monopole quantum
numbers under lattice rotation and translation can be
uniquely fixed. Here we shall discuss a method applica-
ble on all lattices including non-bipartite ones such as
triangular and kagome´.
Notice that in this problem lattice rotation plays a
more fundamental role than lattice translation in two
ways. First, if lattice rotation symmetry is absent, there
will be no reason for the monopole to have a quantized
lattice momentum, which can take continuous value in
the entire Brillouin zone. Now if we impose certain ro-
tation symmetry Cn (n = 2, 3, 4, 6), the momentum will
only take certain (discrete) rotationally invariant values,
which will be robust as the system is adiabatically de-
formed. Second, once we know how the monopoles trans-
form under rotations around different centers, we know
automatically how it should transform under translation
since translation operation can be generated by subse-
quent rotations around different centers.
Presumably the lattice momentum and angular mo-
mentum of the monopole operator is also decided by the
“band topology” of the spinon insulator, just like time-
reversal symmetry – but how? Before answering this
question systematically, let us consider a more famil-
iar example of bosonic spinon (Schwinger boson) the-
ory, where it is well known that on bipartite lattices
the monopole carries l = ±1 angular momentum un-
der site-centered rotations, leading to valence bond solid
(VBS) order when the spinons are gapped[29, 30] – a fact
important in the context of deconfined quantum phase
transition between Neel and VBS states[31, 32]. We now
review this fact with a physically intuitive picture, which
could then be generalized to more complicated cases with
fermionic spinons. For the fermionic spinons, we will il-
lustrate the new method in this section with the bipartite
examples. We will obtain the same results as in Sec. III
with considerably more involved calculations – the goal
being to establish the method in a setting where the an-
swers are independently known, so that we can apply it
to the DSL on non-bipartite lattices (and further confirm
the results on bipartite lattices).
A. Warm-up: bosonic spinons and valence bond
solid
For concreteness let us consider a honeycomb lattice
with spin-1/2 per site. In the Schwinger boson formula-
tion we decompose the spin operator as
Si = (−1)i 1
2
b†i,ασαβbi,β , (32)
where i is the site label and (−1)i takes ±1 on the
two sub-lattices, respectively. bα is a hard-core boson
((b†α)
2=0) with spin α ∈ {↑, ↓}. The physical Hilbert
space has
∑
α b
†
αbα = 1. Similar to the fermionic spinon
theory, this constraint only needs to be satisfied on av-
erage in a spin liquid phase. There is again a dy-
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namical U(1) gauge field aµ coupled to the Schwinger
bosons, with gauge charge on each site defined as qi =∑
α b
†
αbα − 1.
The (−1)i factor in the parton decomposition is cho-
sen so that when the Schwinger bosons condense in a
uniform manner, the spins order as a collinear anti-
ferromagnet (Neel state). Due to this (−1)i factor, under
the C6 rotation (which exchanges the two sub-lattices),
the Schwinger bosons should transform (in addition to
the coordinate change) as
bα → iσyαβb†β . (33)
Similar transform also happens on square lattice under
translation.
We would like to construct a state in which the
Schwinger bosons are gapped, i.e. they form a bosonic
Mott insulator. The simplest such state respecting all
the symmetries – especially spin rotation and C6 rotation
– is shown pictorially in Fig. 4. In this state every site
in A sub-lattice is empty, and every site in B sub-lattice
has both bosonic orbits occupied. The wavefunction is
simply a product state∏
i∈A
|0〉i
∏
j∈B
b†j,↑b
†
j,↓|0〉j . (34)
Now what happens when a monopole (a flux quanta)
moves in this simple charge background? What the flux
sees is a fixed gauge charge pattern, with qA = −1 on
each A-site and qB = +1 on each B-site. Therefore as the
flux moves around each site, a non-trivial Berry phase
is picked up. The amount of gauge charge qr sitting on
each rotation center r dictates the Berry phase under the
Cn rotation to be
θ(Crn) = e
iqr2pi/n. (35)
Effectively the monopole gains an angular momentum
lA = −1 under A-site-centered CA3 rotation (correspond-
ing to a Berry phase ω−1 = e−i2pi/3 under a CA3 rota-
tion), and lB = +1 under B-site-centered C
B
3 rotation
(Berry phase ω), and lc = 0 under plaquette-centered C
c
6
rotation since there is no charge placed at the center of
the hexagon plaquettes. One may ask how robust these
Berry phases are – for example, will the results change
if the flux is inserted far away from the rotation center?
The answer is no, since by Cn symmetry the total charge
enclosed by a closed rotation trajectory will always be
qr (mod n). Therefore the monopole Berry phase will
always be given by Eq. (35) under a Cn rotation. This is
essentially the spirit of dimensional reduction introduced
in [47].
Translation symmetry quantum numbers are now eas-
ily obtained: T1 = C
−1
A CB = ω
2 and T2 = CBC
−1
A = ω
2.
This makes the monopole operator the Kakule VBS or-
der parameter, as expected.
The above argument can be extended straightfor-
wardly to square lattice, from which the standard results
qB=+1
qA=-1
qc=0
CB3
CA3
T2
T1
⍵=ei2π/3
FIG. 4: The simplest spinon (boson) Mott insulator,
with every site in A sub-lattice empty, and every site in
B sub-lattice completely filled (recall that the bosons
bα are hard-core). This respects C6 rotation since it
acts as bα → iσyαβb†β . As a monopole (flux) moves in
this background, it sees a fixed gauge charge pattern
with qA = −1 and qB = +1. The amount of gauge
charge sitting on each rotation center dictates the
nontrivial Berry phase accumulated by the monopole as
it moves around the center according to
θ(Crn) = e
iqr2pi/n. The translation quantum numbers of
the monopole can be easily obtained once the rotation
quantum number is known.
follow, namely the monopole carries ±1 angular momen-
tum under site-centered C4 rotations and is therefore
identified with columnar VBS order parameter[29, 30].
B. Wannier centers on honeycomb lattice: a case
study
We now return to fermionic spinons in a quantum
spin Hall insulator band structure. Let us first consider
the simpler honeycomb lattice. The band structure is
given by the Haldane model[48] for each spin component
with opposite Chern numbers. The hopping amplitudes
include a real nearest-neighbor hopping and an imagi-
nary second-neighbor hopping that preserve all the lat-
tice symmetries and time-reversal symmetry f → iσ2f .
One may ask whether we can deform this insulator to
an “atomic limit” as we did above in Sec. IV A, and
then trivially read off the monopole’s lattice quantum
numbers. Obviously this is impossible if time-reversal
and spin rotation (now only SO(2)) symmetries are pre-
served, since the spinons form a strong topological insu-
lator and therefore (almost by definition) an atomic limit
does not exist. However, since the question of monopole
lattice quantum number has nothing to do with spin ro-
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tation and time-reversal symmetry, we may as well ex-
plicitly break all the symmetries except the lattice trans-
lation, rotation, and the U(1) charge conservation. In
the simplest setting, the resulting insulator can be de-
formed into an “atomic limit”, which can be pictured as
particles completely localized in real space. One non-
trivial aspect, compared to the bosonic spinon case in
Sec. IV A, is that the effective centers of the localized or-
bits do not have to sit on the original lattice sites (where
the microscopic fermions are defined). For insulators de-
scribed by free fermion band theory these are simply the
Wannier centers. One can always deform all the Wannier
centers, without further breaking any symmetry, to one
of the rotation centers, such as lattice sites or plaquette
centers (see Fig. 5 for example). Once such a configu-
ration is reached, we can simply follow the procedure in
Sec. IV A to obtain the monopole Berry phase under a
Cn rotation centered at r according to Eq. (35). Lat-
tice momentum of the monopole can then be obtained
by composing rotations at different centers.
Let us illustrate this with the QSH insulator on hon-
eycomb lattice – for concreteness we assume that the
nearest-neighbor hopping t > 0. To determine the exact
nature of the Wannier limit, we employ the techniques
developed in Refs. [36–38]. The basic idea is to look at
high symmetry points in momentum space, namely mo-
mentum points that are invariant under various lattice
rotations. The fermion Bloch states at these high sym-
metry points will now form certain representations of the
rotation symmetries, and our task is to determine what
kind of atomic (Wannier) limit would give rise to such a
representation.
Consider inversion symmetries Ic2 with respect to a
hexagon center. There are four inversion invariant mo-
mentum points: Γ (T1 = T2 = 1), M (T1 = T2 = −1),
and two other points M ′, M ′′ related to M by C6 rota-
tions. Since there are in total two bands occupied (one
per spin), the Bloch states form a two dimensional re-
ducible representation of Ic2 at each of these momentum
point. The spectrum of inversion eigenvalues {λIc} at
each momentum is
λΓIc : {+1,+1},
λMIc : {−1,−1}. (36)
Now what kind of atomic insulator can form such rep-
resentations at Γ and M? Let us consider several can-
didates. First, consider the simplest insulator, with ex-
actly one Wannier center sitting on each lattice site. It
is easy to show that this insulator has λIc : {+1,−1}
at both Γ and M . Next consider an insulator with one
Wannier center sitting at the center of each edge. This
has λΓIc : λ0 × {1, 1, 1} and λMIc : λ0 × {1,−1,−1} where
λ0 is the intrinsic inversion eigenvalue of the Wannier
orbit which can be either ±1. There is yet another in-
sulator with one Wannier center sitting at the center
of each hexagon plaquette. This has λΓIc = λ
M
Ic = λ0
for some intrinsic λ0 = ±1. We have exhausted all dis-
tinct types of atomic (Wannier) insulators but it appears
qv=0
qc=-3qe=1
qv=0
qc=-2qe=1
qv=0
q4 = 1
qO =  1
qv=2
qO =  1
q4 =  1
T1
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R
<latexit sha1_base64="edCybVWoONgDiGlEK2mVvtEa1F0=">AAAB6HicbZC7SwNBEMbnfMbzFbW0WQy CVbiz0UYM2lgmYh6QHGFvM5es2ds7dveEEAL2NhaK2PrP2Nv537h5FJr4wcKP75thZyZMBdfG876dpeWV1bX13Ia7ubW9s5vf26/pJFMMqywRiWqEVKPgEquGG4GNVCGNQ4H1sH89zusPqDRP5J0ZpBjEtCt5xBk11qrct vMFr+hNRBbBn0Hh8tO9eASAcjv/1eokLItRGiao1k3fS00wpMpwJnDktjKNKWV92sWmRUlj1MFwMuiIHFunQ6JE2ScNmbi/O4Y01noQh7Yypqan57Ox+V/WzEx0Hgy5TDODkk0/ijJBTELGW5MOV8iMGFigTHE7K2E9qig z9jauPYI/v/Ii1E6LvuWKVyhdwVQ5OIQjOAEfzqAEN1CGKjBAeIIXeHXunWfnzXmfli45s54D+CPn4wcaqo6f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ZHQS6QMQndvKFVadafUtE3bs+0=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8E gWIVdG23EoI1lIuYCyRJmJ2eTMbMXZmaFsOQJbCwUsdWHsbcR38bJpdDEHwY+/v8c5pzjJ4Ir7TjfVm5peWV1Lb9ub2xube8UdvfqKk4lwxqLRSybPlUoeIQ1zbXAZiKRhr7Ahj+4GueNe5SKx9GtHibohbQX8YAzqo1Vv ekUik7JmYgsgjuD4sWHfZ68f9mVTuGz3Y1ZGmKkmaBKtVwn0V5GpeZM4MhupwoTyga0hy2DEQ1Redlk0BE5Mk6XBLE0L9Jk4v7uyGio1DD0TWVIdV/NZ2Pzv6yV6uDMy3iUpBojNv0oSAXRMRlvTbpcItNiaIAyyc2shPW ppEyb29jmCO78yotQPym5hqtOsXwJU+XhAA7hGFw4hTJcQwVqwADhAZ7g2bqzHq0X63VamrNmPfvwR9bbDww5kBM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ZHQS6QMQndvKFVadafUtE3bs+0=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8E gWIVdG23EoI1lIuYCyRJmJ2eTMbMXZmaFsOQJbCwUsdWHsbcR38bJpdDEHwY+/v8c5pzjJ4Ir7TjfVm5peWV1Lb9ub2xube8UdvfqKk4lwxqLRSybPlUoeIQ1zbXAZiKRhr7Ahj+4GueNe5SKx9GtHibohbQX8YAzqo1Vv ekUik7JmYgsgjuD4sWHfZ68f9mVTuGz3Y1ZGmKkmaBKtVwn0V5GpeZM4MhupwoTyga0hy2DEQ1Redlk0BE5Mk6XBLE0L9Jk4v7uyGio1DD0TWVIdV/NZ2Pzv6yV6uDMy3iUpBojNv0oSAXRMRlvTbpcItNiaIAyyc2shPW ppEyb29jmCO78yotQPym5hqtOsXwJU+XhAA7hGFw4hTJcQwVqwADhAZ7g2bqzHq0X63VamrNmPfvwR9bbDww5kBM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SXjNsLP5zpKahA7JnmywMKNVDf4=">AAAB6HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02Uh MrMidjZREG0sw8pHAhewtc7Cyt3fZ3TMhF36BjYXG2PqT7Pw3LnCFgm+yyZN3ZrIzb5AIro3rfjuFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHx80tZxqhi2WCxi1Q2oRsEltgw3AruJQhoFAjvB5HZe7zyh0jyWD2aaoB/RkeQhZ9RYq3k/K FfcqrsQWQcvhwrkagzKX/1hzNIIpWGCat3z3MT4GVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWZQ0Qu1ni0Vn5MI6QxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqxXq3Nzf9qvdSENT/jMkkNSrb8KEwFMTGZX02GXCEzYmqBMsXtroSNqaLM2GxKNgR v9eR1aF9VPctNt1K/yeMowhmcwyV4cA11uIMGtIABwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HsrXg5DOn8EfO5w+rY4zS</latexit> R
<latexit sha1_base64="edCybVWoONgDiGlEK2mVvtEa1F0=">AAAB6HicbZC7SwNBEMbnfMbzFbW0WQy CVbiz0UYM2lgmYh6QHGFvM5es2ds7dveEEAL2NhaK2PrP2Nv537h5FJr4wcKP75thZyZMBdfG876dpeWV1bX13Ia7ubW9s5vf26/pJFMMqywRiWqEVKPgEquGG4GNVCGNQ4H1sH89zusPqDRP5J0ZpBjEtCt5xBk11qrct vMFr+hNRBbBn0Hh8tO9eASAcjv/1eokLItRGiao1k3fS00wpMpwJnDktjKNKWV92sWmRUlj1MFwMuiIHFunQ6JE2ScNmbi/O4Y01noQh7Yypqan57Ox+V/WzEx0Hgy5TDODkk0/ijJBTELGW5MOV8iMGFigTHE7K2E9qig z9jauPYI/v/Ii1E6LvuWKVyhdwVQ5OIQjOAEfzqAEN1CGKjBAeIIXeHXunWfnzXmfli45s54D+CPn4wcaqo6f</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ZHQS6QMQndvKFVadafUtE3bs+0=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8E gWIVdG23EoI1lIuYCyRJmJ2eTMbMXZmaFsOQJbCwUsdWHsbcR38bJpdDEHwY+/v8c5pzjJ4Ir7TjfVm5peWV1Lb9ub2xube8UdvfqKk4lwxqLRSybPlUoeIQ1zbXAZiKRhr7Ahj+4GueNe5SKx9GtHibohbQX8YAzqo1Vv ekUik7JmYgsgjuD4sWHfZ68f9mVTuGz3Y1ZGmKkmaBKtVwn0V5GpeZM4MhupwoTyga0hy2DEQ1Redlk0BE5Mk6XBLE0L9Jk4v7uyGio1DD0TWVIdV/NZ2Pzv6yV6uDMy3iUpBojNv0oSAXRMRlvTbpcItNiaIAyyc2shPW ppEyb29jmCO78yotQPym5hqtOsXwJU+XhAA7hGFw4hTJcQwVqwADhAZ7g2bqzHq0X63VamrNmPfvwR9bbDww5kBM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2ZHQS6QMQndvKFVadafUtE3bs+0=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8E gWIVdG23EoI1lIuYCyRJmJ2eTMbMXZmaFsOQJbCwUsdWHsbcR38bJpdDEHwY+/v8c5pzjJ4Ir7TjfVm5peWV1Lb9ub2xube8UdvfqKk4lwxqLRSybPlUoeIQ1zbXAZiKRhr7Ahj+4GueNe5SKx9GtHibohbQX8YAzqo1Vv ekUik7JmYgsgjuD4sWHfZ68f9mVTuGz3Y1ZGmKkmaBKtVwn0V5GpeZM4MhupwoTyga0hy2DEQ1Redlk0BE5Mk6XBLE0L9Jk4v7uyGio1DD0TWVIdV/NZ2Pzv6yV6uDMy3iUpBojNv0oSAXRMRlvTbpcItNiaIAyyc2shPW ppEyb29jmCO78yotQPym5hqtOsXwJU+XhAA7hGFw4hTJcQwVqwADhAZ7g2bqzHq0X63VamrNmPfvwR9bbDww5kBM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SXjNsLP5zpKahA7JnmywMKNVDf4=">AAAB6HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02Uh MrMidjZREG0sw8pHAhewtc7Cyt3fZ3TMhF36BjYXG2PqT7Pw3LnCFgm+yyZN3ZrIzb5AIro3rfjuFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHx80tZxqhi2WCxi1Q2oRsEltgw3AruJQhoFAjvB5HZe7zyh0jyWD2aaoB/RkeQhZ9RYq3k/K FfcqrsQWQcvhwrkagzKX/1hzNIIpWGCat3z3MT4GVWGM4GzUj/VmFA2oSPsWZQ0Qu1ni0Vn5MI6QxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqxXq3Nzf9qvdSENT/jMkkNSrb8KEwFMTGZX02GXCEzYmqBMsXtroSNqaLM2GxKNgR v9eR1aF9VPctNt1K/yeMowhmcwyV4cA11uIMGtIABwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HsrXg5DOn8EfO5w+rY4zS</latexit>
C4
<latexit sha1_base64="lCfElEz/fed7nVt6ocgpppcrzcI=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFhVsb AaDYBV2RdAymMYyQXOBZImzk9lkyOzsMnNWCEsewcZCEVufyM7GZ3FyKTTxh4GP/5zDnPMHiRQGXffLWVldW9/YzG3lt3d29/YLB4cNE6ea8TqLZaxbATVcCsXrKFDyVqI5jQLJm8GwMqk3H7k2Ilb3OEq4H9G+E qFgFK11V+ledgtFt+RORZbBm0OxfFz7fgCAarfw2enFLI24QiapMW3PTdDPqEbBJB/nO6nhCWVD2udti4pG3PjZdNUxObNOj4Sxtk8hmbq/JzIaGTOKAtsZURyYxdrE/K/WTjG89jOhkhS5YrOPwlQSjMnkbtITm jOUIwuUaWF3JWxANWVo08nbELzFk5ehcVHyLNdsGjcwUw5O4BTOwYMrKMMtVKEODPrwBC/w6kjn2Xlz3metK8585gj+yPn4AUzYj08=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0Xps2lVcC6Ohh7fiiPulsq2R8ow=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFhVsb AaDYBV2RdAyJI1lguYCyRJmJ2eTIbOzy8ysEEIewcZCEVtb38InsLPxWZxcCk38YeDjP+cw5/xBIrg2rvvlrKyurW9sZray2zu7e/u5g8O6jlPFsMZiEatmQDUKLrFmuBHYTBTSKBDYCAblSb1xj0rzWN6ZYYJ+R HuSh5xRY63bcueyk8u7BXcqsgzeHPLF4+o3fy99VDq5z3Y3ZmmE0jBBtW55bmL8EVWGM4HjbDvVmFA2oD1sWZQ0Qu2PpquOyZl1uiSMlX3SkKn7e2JEI62HUWA7I2r6erE2Mf+rtVITXvsjLpPUoGSzj8JUEBOTy d2kyxUyI4YWKFPc7kpYnyrKjE0na0PwFk9ehvpFwbNctWmUYKYMnMApnIMHV1CEG6hADRj04AGe4NkRzqPz4rzOWlec+cwR/JHz9gOeGZEL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0Xps2lVcC6Ohh7fiiPulsq2R8ow=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFhVsb AaDYBV2RdAyJI1lguYCyRJmJ2eTIbOzy8ysEEIewcZCEVtb38InsLPxWZxcCk38YeDjP+cw5/xBIrg2rvvlrKyurW9sZray2zu7e/u5g8O6jlPFsMZiEatmQDUKLrFmuBHYTBTSKBDYCAblSb1xj0rzWN6ZYYJ+R HuSh5xRY63bcueyk8u7BXcqsgzeHPLF4+o3fy99VDq5z3Y3ZmmE0jBBtW55bmL8EVWGM4HjbDvVmFA2oD1sWZQ0Qu2PpquOyZl1uiSMlX3SkKn7e2JEI62HUWA7I2r6erE2Mf+rtVITXvsjLpPUoGSzj8JUEBOTy d2kyxUyI4YWKFPc7kpYnyrKjE0na0PwFk9ehvpFwbNctWmUYKYMnMApnIMHV1CEG6hADRj04AGe4NkRzqPz4rzOWlec+cwR/JHz9gOeGZEL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jtzavw3+h8mfqBD3iIxsv7bDE7s=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL 4tF8FQSEeqx2IvHivYD2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk8a83nlCpXksH800QT+iI8lDz qix1kNjcD0oV9yquxBZBy+HCuRqDspf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZlDRC7WeLVWfkwjpDEsbKPmnIwv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFerc3N/2q91IQ3fsZlkhqUbPlRmApiYjK/mwy5QmbE1AJli ttdCRtTRZmx6ZRsCN7qyevQvqp6lu/dSv02j6MIZ3AOl+BBDepwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hj5zPH74xjWo=</latexit>
T1
<latexit sha1_base64="ZnkYLAiEgjcrZN0Z0Rz6L2lPOzA=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hg YzMYBKuwa6Nl0MYywdwgWeLsZDYZMju7zJwVwpJHsLFQxNYnsrPxWZxcCk38YeDjP+cw5/xBIoVB1/1ycmvrG5tb+e3Czu7e/kHx8Khp4lQz3mCxjHU7oIZLoXgDBUreTjSnUSB5KxjdTuutR66NiFUdxwn3IzpQ IhSMorXu6z2vVyy5ZXcmsgreAkqVk9r3AwBUe8XPbj9macQVMkmN6Xhugn5GNQom+aTQTQ1PKBvRAe9YVDTixs9mq07IuXX6JIy1fQrJzP09kdHImHEU2M6I4tAs16bmf7VOiuG1nwmVpMgVm38UppJgTKZ3k77 QnKEcW6BMC7srYUOqKUObTsGG4C2fvArNy7JnuWbTuIG58nAKZ3ABHlxBBe6gCg1gMIAneIFXRzrPzpvzPm/NOYuZY/gj5+MHYjKPXQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S9HTXgr+zamZsZq3NR6uuABxvSk=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hg YzMYBKuwa6NliI1lgrlBsoTZySQZMju7zJwVwpJHsLFQxNbWt/AJ7Gx8FieXQhN/GPj4zznMOX8QS2HQdb+czNr6xuZWdju3s7u3f5A/PGqYKNGM11kkI90KqOFSKF5HgZK3Ys1pGEjeDEY303rznmsjIlXDccz9 kA6U6AtG0Vp3ta7XzRfcojsTWQVvAYXSSfVbvJc/Kt38Z6cXsSTkCpmkxrQ9N0Y/pRoFk3yS6ySGx5SN6IC3LSoacuOns1Un5Nw6PdKPtH0Kycz9PZHS0JhxGNjOkOLQLNem5n+1doL9az8VKk6QKzb/qJ9IghG Z3k16QnOGcmyBMi3sroQNqaYMbTo5G4K3fPIqNC6LnuWqTaMMc2XhFM7gAjy4ghLcQgXqwGAAD/AEz450Hp0X53XemnEWM8fwR87bD7NzkRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S9HTXgr+zamZsZq3NR6uuABxvSk=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hg YzMYBKuwa6NliI1lgrlBsoTZySQZMju7zJwVwpJHsLFQxNbWt/AJ7Gx8FieXQhN/GPj4zznMOX8QS2HQdb+czNr6xuZWdju3s7u3f5A/PGqYKNGM11kkI90KqOFSKF5HgZK3Ys1pGEjeDEY303rznmsjIlXDccz9 kA6U6AtG0Vp3ta7XzRfcojsTWQVvAYXSSfVbvJc/Kt38Z6cXsSTkCpmkxrQ9N0Y/pRoFk3yS6ySGx5SN6IC3LSoacuOns1Un5Nw6PdKPtH0Kycz9PZHS0JhxGNjOkOLQLNem5n+1doL9az8VKk6QKzb/qJ9IghG Z3k16QnOGcmyBMi3sroQNqaYMbTo5G4K3fPIqNC6LnuWqTaMMc2XhFM7gAjy4ghLcQgXqwGAAD/AEz450Hp0X53XemnEWM8fwR87bD7NzkRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NrKuCqrA9bH91fDAkS3IVbz75As=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hH L4tF8FQSL3osevFYsV/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX1h4eGdGXbmDVMpDHret1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6P3OOTtkkyzXiLJTLR3ZAaLoXiLRQoeTfVnMah5J1wcjevd564NiJRTZymPIjpSIlI MIrWemwO/IFb9WreQmQd/AKqUKgxcL/6w4RlMVfIJDWm53spBjnVKJjks0o/MzylbEJHvGdR0ZibIF+sOiMX1hmSKNH2KSQL9/dETmNjpnFoO2OKY7Nam5v/1XoZRjdBLlSaIVds+VGUSYIJmd9NhkJzhnJqgTI t7K6EjammDG06FRuCv3ryOrSvar7lB69avy3iKMMZnMMl+HANdbiHBrSAwQie4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7K15BQzp/BHzucP04uNeA==</latexit>
T2
<latexit sha1_base64="WhJKYDgeGfXax8oTmv2FPl03+zg=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFhVsbAaDY BV202gZtLFMMDdIljg7OZsMmZ1dZmaFsOQRbCwUsfWJ7Gx8FieXQhN/GPj4zznMOX+QCK6N6345a+sbm1vbuZ387t7+wWHh6Lip41QxbLBYxKodUI2CS2wYbgS2E4U0CgS2gtHttN56RKV5LOtmnKAf0YHkIWfUWOu+3iv3CkW 35M5EVsFbQLFyWvt+AIBqr/DZ7ccsjVAaJqjWHc9NjJ9RZTgTOMl3U40JZSM6wI5FSSPUfjZbdUIurNMnYazsk4bM3N8TGY20HkeB7YyoGerl2tT8r9ZJTXjtZ1wmqUHJ5h+FqSAmJtO7SZ8rZEaMLVCmuN2VsCFVlBmbTt6G 4C2fvArNcsmzXLNp3MBcOTiDc7gED66gAndQhQYwGMATvMCrI5xn5815n7euOYuZE/gj5+MHY7aPXg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="waG8I9/FvcLXAqPUID/CttClUMU=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFhVsbAaDY BV202gZYmOZYG6QLGF2MkmGzM4uM2eFsOQRbCwUsbX1LXwCOxufxcml0MQfBj7+cw5zzh/EUhh03S9nbX1jc2s7s5Pd3ds/OMwdHTdMlGjG6yySkW4F1HApFK+jQMlbseY0DCRvBqObab15z7URkarhOOZ+SAdK9AWjaK27Wrf YzeXdgjsTWQVvAfnSafVbvJc/Kt3cZ6cXsSTkCpmkxrQ9N0Y/pRoFk3yS7SSGx5SN6IC3LSoacuOns1Un5MI6PdKPtH0Kycz9PZHS0JhxGNjOkOLQLNem5n+1doL9az8VKk6QKzb/qJ9IghGZ3k16QnOGcmyBMi3sroQNqaYM bTpZG4K3fPIqNIoFz3LVplGGuTJwBudwCR5cQQluoQJ1YDCAB3iCZ0c6j86L8zpvXXMWMyfwR87bD7T3kRo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="waG8I9/FvcLXAqPUID/CttClUMU=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFhVsbAaDY BV202gZYmOZYG6QLGF2MkmGzM4uM2eFsOQRbCwUsbX1LXwCOxufxcml0MQfBj7+cw5zzh/EUhh03S9nbX1jc2s7s5Pd3ds/OMwdHTdMlGjG6yySkW4F1HApFK+jQMlbseY0DCRvBqObab15z7URkarhOOZ+SAdK9AWjaK27Wrf YzeXdgjsTWQVvAfnSafVbvJc/Kt3cZ6cXsSTkCpmkxrQ9N0Y/pRoFk3yS7SSGx5SN6IC3LSoacuOns1Un5MI6PdKPtH0Kycz9PZHS0JhxGNjOkOLQLNem5n+1doL9az8VKk6QKzb/qJ9IghGZ3k16QnOGcmyBMi3sroQNqaYM bTpZG4K3fPIqNIoFz3LVplGGuTJwBudwCR5cQQluoQJ1YDCAB3iCZ0c6j86L8zpvXXMWMyfwR87bD7T3kRo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PY0zlytvUm/X/eqIw1/XaSXQie8=">AAAB6nicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMr MgdjZREG0uMfCVwIXvLHGzY27vs7pmQCz/BxkJjbP1Fdv4bF7hCwTfZ5Mk7M9mZN0gE18Z1v53C1vbO7l5xv3RweHR8Uj496+g4VQzbLBax6gVUo+AS24Ybgb1EIY0Cgd1gereod59QaR7Llpkl6Ed0LHnIGTXWemwNa8Nyxa2 6S5FN8HKoQK7msPw1GMUsjVAaJqjWfc9NjJ9RZTgTOC8NUo0JZVM6xr5FSSPUfrZcdU6urDMiYazsk4Ys3d8TGY20nkWB7Yyomej12sL8r9ZPTVj3My6T1KBkq4/CVBATk8XdZMQVMiNmFihT3O5K2IQqyoxNp2RD8NZP3oRO repZfnArjds8jiJcwCVcgwc30IB7aEIbGIzhGV7hzRHOi/PufKxaC04+cw5/5Hz+ANUPjXk=</latexit>R
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FIG. 5: The Wannier limit of a quantum spin Hall
insulator on 4 types of lattices when all the symmetries
are broken except for charge U(1) conservation and
lattice translation/rotation. The solid dot indicates a
Wannier center and empty dot indicates “minus”
charge pertinent to the fragile nature of the band
topology. The pattern of U(1) gauge charge is shown in
the figure, with the background −1 charge per site
included.
that none of these fit the representation of our occupied
band Eq. (36)! The key concept we need here is that
of fragile topology[37]: the occupied band, even though
being “topologically trivial”, can be deformed into an
atomic (Wannier) limit only when combined with an-
other atomic insulator. In our case, if we combine the
occupied band with an atomic insulator with three Wan-
nier centers sitting on each hexagon center, with intrinsic
inversion eigenvalues λ0 = {1, 1,−1}, the total system
will form inversion representations at Γ and M that re-
sembles an atomic insulator with one Wannier center on
each site and at the center of each edge (with λ0 = 1).
Formally we can write this relation as (upper left of Fig
5)
honeycomb QSH occupied band = site+ edgeλ0=1
−2× hexagonλ0=1 − hexagonλ0=−1,(37)
where the minus signs indicate the fragile nature of the
topology. From the monopole point of view, the bands
that are formally subtracted in the above relation can
simply be viewed as negative gauge charges sitting on
their Wannier centers. So the above relation produces
a gauge charge pattern shown in Fig. 5 (remember that
there is always a −1 background gauge charge sitting on
each site).
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One should also check that the above Wannier pattern
also reproduces representations at high symmetry points
of other point group symmetries such as site-centered
C3. Since the C3-invariant momentum points include
the Dirac points (Q and Q′′), it is important for us to in-
clude the Dirac mass term that corresponds to the QSH
mass. It is a relatively straightforward exercise to check
that the above Wannier pattern indeed reproduces the
representations from the occupied band of the QSH in-
sulator.
The gauge charge pattern thus produced gives rise to
some nontrivial quantum numbers for the monopole. Us-
ing Eq. (35), we conclude that the monopole transforms
under C6 as M→ −M, and transforms trivially under
lattice translations. This is exactly what we found in
Sec. III and numerically found in Ref. 35.
We comment that we can alternatively focus on the
un-occupied bands of the QSH insulator (holes) instead
of the occupied bands (particles), and ask about Wannier
centers of the holes. Since the occupied and un-occupied
bands together produce two trivial Wannier orbits on
each lattice site, it can be shown straightforwardly that
we would obtain the identical gauge charge pattern by
considering holes instead of particles.
C. Wannier centers on Square lattice
Now consider the pi-flux state on square lattice. We
deform the band structure to the QSH regime. One could
obtain how monopoles transform under various rotations
by deforming the spinon bands to a Wannier insulator as
we did above on honeycomb. One finds that on square
lattice (upper right of Fig 5)
square QSH occupied band = site
+edge center − 2× plaquette, (38)
where the RHS means Wannier insulators with particles
lying on site, edge center or plaquette centers. Account-
ing for the background 1 per site minus gauge charge,
this configuration means the gauge charge on-site van-
ishes, leading to spin triplet monopoles staying invariant,
under site-centered C4 in Table II, while for C4 around
plaquette center the monopoles get −1 since they seem
two gauge charges sitting at the rotation center. This
implies that, for example, under T1 · T2 the spin-triplet
monopoles should change sign, in agreement with Ta-
ble II.
We note that similar results were obtained in Ref. [40]
by considering a VBS insulator formed by the spinons,
in which the effective Wannier centers are simply sitting
on the lattice sites and the computation was simpler.
T1 T2 R C6 T
Φ†1 e
i−pi
3 Φ†1 e
ipi
3 Φ†1 −Φ†3 Φ2 Φ1
Φ†2 e
i 2pi
3 Φ†2 e
ipi
3 Φ†2 Φ
†
2 −Φ3 Φ2
Φ†3 e
i−pi
3 Φ†3 e
i−2pi
3 Φ†3 −Φ†1 −Φ1 Φ3
Φ†4/5/6 e
i 2pi
3 Φ†4/5/6 e
i−2pi
3 Φ†4/5/6 Φ
†
4/5/6 −Φ4/5/6 -Φ4/5/6
TABLE III: Monopole transformation laws on
triangular lattice. C6 is 6− fold rotation around site
and other symmetries are marked in figure 5. There is
nontrivial Berry phase for translations.
V. MONOPOLE QUANTUM NUMBERS II:
NON-BIPARTITE LATTICES
We are finally ready to calculate monopole lattice
quantum numbers on the non-bipartite lattices i.e. tri-
angular and kagome´ lattices.
A. Triangular lattice: Wannier centers from
projective symmetry group
1. Mean-field and PSG
On triangular lattice we focus on a particular mean-
field ansatz with the Hamiltonian
H = J
∑
〈ij〉
tij
∑
α
f†iαfjα + h.c. (39)
where tij = ±1 and there is a “staggered pi flux” config-
uration of tij on the triangular lattice, with a pi-flux on
each upward triangle and zero flux on each downward tri-
angle. More details can be found in Appendix A. Under
an appropriate basis the low-energy Hamiltonian takes
the standard Dirac form, with two spins (denoted by
Pauli matrices σ), two valleys (denoted by Pauli matri-
ces τ). The projective symmetry representation of the
Dirac fermions (translation T1/2, reflection Rx, six-fold
rotation C6 and time-reversal) are calculated in standard
method and the results are listed below:
ψ
T1−→ iτ3ψ,
ψ
T2−→ −iτ2ψ,
ψ
T−→ iσ2µ2τ2ψ(−k),
ψ
C6−−→ iσ2WC6ψ†
ψ
R−→ iσyWRψ† (40)
where we have suppressed the coordinate transforms and
WC6= e
−iγ0 pi6Wcσ2ei
pi
3 τ
C
τC =
1√
3
(τ1 + τ2 + τ3)
WR=
(γ1 −√3γ2)
2
Wc
τ3 − τ1√
2
Wc=
1√
3
(−iI4×4 − µ3 + µ1) (41)
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where µi are Pauli matrices acting on the Dirac spinor
index (i.e. superposition of γ matrices). Again more
details can be found in Appendix A.
The above transformations on Dirac fermions fix the
monopole transformations up to overall U(1)top phase
factors. The results are listed in Table III. Let us provide
some more explanations here:
• Translations T1/2: ψ T1−→ −iτ2ψ,ψ T2−→ iτ3ψ,
which gives a relative minus sign to Φ1/3,Φ1/2,
respectively. The overall phase factor is unde-
termined, but is constrained by the invariance of
Φ4/5/6 under C3 = C
2
6 to take value in {1, ω ≡
ei
2pi
3 , ω−1}.
• Time reversal T : ψ T−→ iσ2µ2τ2ψ = T0ψ. Then
from Sec. II we know that Φ→ OTΦ†, which fixes
the overall phase factor.
• Six-fold rotation around site C6:
ψ
C6−−→ e−iγ0 pi6 {iσ2Wcτ2}exp[ipi
3
τC ]ψ∗,
where the part inside {} is identical to C0 defined
in eq (11). We disregard the first Lorentz rotation
since the monopole is a scalar anyway. The last
part involves certain SO(3) rotation in Φ1/2/3 in-
duced by τ2[ 12 (I4×4−iτ3−iτ2−iτ1)]. From Sec. II
we know that C0 : Φ→ ±OTΦ†, where the overall
phase depends on convention. Fixing the overall
phase we get the last column in table III.
• Reflection Rx:
ψ
R−→ (γ1 −
√
3γ2)
2
{iσyWcτ2}τ2 τ
3 − τ1√
2
ψ∗. (42)
This is really a CR symmetry. Since quantum spin
hall mass ψσψ stay invariant under R, we could in-
voke the reflection-protected topological phase ar-
gument in Sec II C. It is easy to check that R2 =
(−1)F , which means that R : Φ4/5/6 → Φ4/5/6
since this is not a nontrivial R protected topologi-
cal phase. To fix how Φ1/2/3 transform requires a
bit of caution: first, they differ from Φ4/5/6 trans-
formations by a minus sign from C0 (the part en-
coded in big bracket in the transformation), on top
of that they are rotated by τ2 τ
3−τ1√
2
. Combining
these steps, one gets full reflection transformation.
So at this point the only unfixed phase factors are
those associated with T1,2. We now calculate these
phases using the Wannier center technique developed in
Sec. IV.
2. Monopole angular momenta from Wannier centers
Below, we calculate the Wannier centers in the trian-
gular lattice setting to deduce the monopole angular mo-
menta for rotations around different centers. We use the
approach described in Sec IV and consider three kinds
of 3-fold rotations around site C ·3, upward triangle center
C43 and downward triangle center C
O
3 , respectively (we
omit C6, since it changes the staggered flux pattern).
Employing the dimensional reduction principles in Ref
47 we first find the high symmetry points and calculate
representations for the rotation groups.
First one takes a 4-site unit cell with a C3 invariant
Brilloun zone illustrated in figure 6. Under the three
types of 3-fold rotations, the microscopic spinon fields
transform as
φ(r,i) → g[C3(r, i)]φC3(r,i) (43)
where r labels Bravais lattice vector and i labels the
A,B,C,D sublattices within a unit cell. The accompa-
nying gauge transformation g[r, i] = g[0, i]exp(iδk · (r)),
i.e., the gauge transformation has momentum δk = (0, pi)
shown in figure 6. The momenta transform under C3’s
as
C3 : k→ C3(k) + (0, pi) (44)
which leads to three rotation invariant momenta, M =
(pi, pi) which is the 4-fold degenerate Dirac point, and
k = (−pi3 ,
pi
3 ), k
′ = −k (right panel of figure 6). One
could diagonalize the C3 rotation matrix at these high
symmetry points and the eigenvalues are listed in the
last two columns of table IV.
To find the Wannier limit of the spinon band, we com-
pare the band representation to those of the Wannier
insulator centered on site, upward triangle and down-
ward triangle, respectively. The representation of site-
centered Wannier insulator is straightforward from the
projective symmetry group since we are using wavefunc-
tion localized on site as our basis after all. For the other
two types of Wannier limit, we first define the localized
fermionic wave function basis. We stipulate that the
wannier function localized at the center of certain pla-
quette to be a equal-amplitude superposition of the wave
functions on site surrounded the plaquette. Then each
Wannier center holds n linearly independent wave func-
tions where n is the number of vertices on the boundary
of the plaquette. 4 In principle, one could use this new
basis, diagonalize the C3 matrix at high symmetry point
to calculate the representation. Next we present a more
direct and physical way to obtain the representation.
Consider site centered Cv3 operation for upward trian-
gle centered Wannier basis. As shown in figure 6, we take
the four upward triangles with the lower right site as ref-
erence point to form the unit cell marked by 4A/B/C/D,
it’s obvious that under C3 around site A 4A/B/D’s per-
mutes to one another, since (Cv3 )
3 = 1, the matrix for
4 For the edge centered Wannier function on square and honey-
comb lattice, the Wannier function is a superposition of wave-
functions on the endpoints of the edge.
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these three triangles is always of the form (under appro-
priate phase choice of the superposition coefficients) 0 1 00 0 1
1 0 0
 (45)
whose eigenvalue is {1, ω, ω2}, (ω ≡ exp(i 2pi3 )), the 9-
dimensional subspace spanned by Wannier functions of
4A/B/D at high symmetry points therefore constitute
a representation with eigenvalues 3{1, ω, ω2}, where 3
means direct sum of the set of eigenvalues. 4C , on the
other hand, goes to its equivalent under C ·3. Consider
the Wannier function localized at 4C :
ψ(4C) = 1√
3
(−|1〉+ |2〉 − |3〉) (46)
where the site labels are marked in figure 6, under C ·3,
ψ(4C)→ ψ(4C′) = − 1√
3
(−|1′〉+ |2′〉 − |3′〉). (47)
Since C,C ′ differs by a lattice vector r2, the eigenvalue
reads −exp(ik ·r2). Similarly for the other two 4C wave
functions
ψ(4C) = 1√
3
(−|1〉+ ωη|2〉 − ω2η|3〉) (η = 1, 2) (48)
the eigenvalues are −ωηexp(ik · r2).
A B
~r1
~r2
C D
M(⇡,⇡)
k( ⇡
3
,
⇡
3
)
k0
~b1
~b2
PSG of C3 : ~K ! C3( ~K) + (0,⇡)
C3
R
C ·3
C43
CO3
A B
C D
C’
1 2
3
 (4C) = 1p
3
( |1i+ |2i   |3i)
1’ 2’
3’
FIG. 6: On the left is the 4-site unit cell used to
calculate Wannier centers on the triangular lattice.
Right: Brillouin zone of the 4-site unit cell Parton
Hamiltonian. The −1 gauge transformation for C3’s is
labeled by a solid blue circle on site (those without the
circle have trivial gauge transformation). This gauge
transform has momentum (0, pi). Right panel is the
rotation invariant Brillouin zone for the 4-site unit cell.
Marked are 3 rotation invariant momenta.
Since the Wannier insulator has to respect rotation
symmetry, each legitimate representation should involve
all 4 types of wannier centers 4A/B/C/D, namely one
should combine the above block diagonalized representa-
tion for 4A/B/D with some 4C wavefunction of certain
angular momentum L, leading to the second column of
table IV. We proceed in a similar fashion to produce the
rest of the table.
Compare the representation of spinon bands with
those of the 3 Wannier insulators, we identify a unique
decompositon of the spinon bands into Wannier centers
(lower left of Fig 5):
triangular QSH occupied band =site+4− O (49)
where again the minus sign denotes formal difference
in light of fragile topology. Taking into account the
background gauge charge −1 per site, the spin triplet
monopoles see no gauge charge rotating around site
and ±1 gauge charge rotating around upward/downward
triangle center, respectively. Since T2 = (C
d
3 )
−1Cu3
(d,u denotes rotations around downward,upward trian-
gle centers, respectively), monopoles Si’s transform with
a phase −−2pi3 + 2pi3 = 4pi3 , and similarly they get a phase
of ω under T1. To sum up, we get the transformation
of monopoles as tabulated in Table III. The minimal
symmetry-allowed monopole is a three-fold monopole as
discussed in Ref. [28].
Note that in principle, it is not sufficient to simply
match the eigenvalues because of the complicated PSG
structure. A full calculation should compare the full rep-
resentations of lattice PSG (rotation and translation) at
high symmetry points in the Brillouin zone, which are
generically non-Abelian. We do not perform such calcu-
lation here since the much simpler calculation is already
sufficiently constraining to essentially fix the Wannier
centers.
B. Kagome´ lattice
On kagome´ lattice, similar to triangular case, Ref. 9
calculated the kagome´ DSL with staggered flux mean-
field ansatz, with three gamma matrices as γν =
(µ3, µ2,−µ1), and we have for the PSG of Dirac fermions
as
T1 : ψ → (iτ2)ψ T2 : ψ → (iτ3)ψ Ry : ψ → (iµ1)e ipi2 τryψ
C6 : ψ → e ipi3 µ3e 2pii3 τRψ T : ψ → (iσ2)(iµ2)(−iτ2)ψ.
(50)
where
τry =
−1√
2
(τ1 + τ3) τR =
1√
3
(τ1 + τ2 − τ3). (51)
The PSG again fixes the monopole transformations,
up to overall phase factors to be determined, as listed
in Table V. The overall phase for time-reversal is fixed
through the argument in Sec. II. The overall phase for Ry
is convention-dependent and we fix it as in Table V. The
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sym. Γ4k/M Γ
O
k/M Γ
◦
k/M Γ
PSG
k (2-fold particle,2-fold hole) Γ
PSG
M (4-fold deg.)
Cv,χc=03 −ωηp∗1 ⊕ [1, ω, ω2] −ωηp1 ⊕ [1, ω, ω2] 1⊕ [1, ω, ω2] Γparticlek = [ω2, 1],Γholek = [ω, 1] [1, 1, ω, ω2]
Cu,,χc=13 ω
η ⊕ [1, ω, ω2] −ωηp∗1 ⊕ [1, ω, ω2] −p1 ⊕ [1, ω, ω2] Γparticlek = [ω, 1],Γholek = [ω, ω2] [1, 1, ω, ω2]
Cd,,χc=23 −ωηp1 ⊕ [1, ω, ω2] ωη ⊕ [1, ω, ω2] −p2 ⊕ [1, ω, ω2] Γparticlek = [ω2, ω],Γholek = [ω2, 1] [1, 1, ω, ω2]
Γparticlek = 2{ωχc [ω2, 1]} ΓparticleM = [1, 1, ω, ω2] Γparticlek,M = Γ◦k,M + Γ4k,M − ΓOk,M
Γholek = 2{ωχc [ω, 1]} ΓholeM = [1, 1, ω, ω2] Γholek,M = Γ◦k,M + ΓOk,M − Γ4k,M
TABLE IV: The point space group representation of C3 rotations (superscript v,u,d denotes rotation center as site,
upward triangle and downward triangle center, respectively, χc is an index assigned to each rotation for notation
convenience.) on triangular lattice at high symmetry points k = (−pi3 ,
pi
3 ),M = (pi, pi). p1/2 = exp(ik · r1/2) is the
phase factor along T1/2 translations at the high-symmetry momenta of interest. Γ
4,ΓO,Γ◦ denotes representation
of Wannier functions centered at upward,downward triangle and on site, respectively. ω = ei
2pi
3 and integer η is
related to orbital angular momentum of Wannier function and can differ from each to each (η = 0 for site-center
wannier function by our Hilbert space choice).The quantum spin hall mass will open a gap at M point and the
filled band for spin up and down are related by time reversal. Hence the filled band at Dirac point has eigenvalue
{1, 1, ω, ω2}.
T1 T2 Ry C6 T
Φ†1 −Φ†1 −Φ†1 −Φ3 ei
2pi
3 Φ†2 Φ1
Φ†2 Φ
†
2 −Φ†2 Φ2 −ei
2pi
3 Φ†3 Φ2
Φ†3 −Φ†3 Φ†3 −Φ1 −ei
2pi
3 Φ†1 Φ3
Φ†4/5/6 Φ
†
4/5/6 Φ
†
4/5/6 −Φ4/5/6 ei
2pi
3 Φ†4/5/6 −Φ4/5/6
TABLE V: The transformation of monopoles on
kagome´ lattice. Ry, C6 denotes reflection perpendicular
to vertical direction and six-fold rotation around center
of hexagon in fig 5. It’s impossible to incorporate the
6-fold rotation of monopoles to a vector representation
of SO(6) owing to the nontrivial Berry phase, which is
in line with magnetic pattern on kagome´ lattices.
fact that Φ4,5,6 are invariant (up to a phase) under C6
requires their momenta to be zero, which in turn fixes
the overall phases associated with T1,2 as in Table V.
The only undetermined phase is that in C6, which we fix
below. The calculation is essentially the same as in the
triangular case, so we will be brief here.
One calculates symmetry representations of 3-fold ro-
tation around upward/downward triangle centers, and
6-fold rotation around hexagon centers, listed in table
VI. The spinon band is represented as (lower right of
Fig 5)
kagome QSH occupied band= 3 site−4−O−47 (52)
where 4,O,7 denotes Wannier insulators localized on
upward/downward triangles, and hexagons. Note the
numeral factor only denotes the numbers of occupied
particles localized at Wannier center, they may have dif-
ferent Wannier wave functions. This means the C6 rota-
tion sees a −4pi3 Berry phase, and translation begets no
Berry phase since translation is composed of C43 (C
O
3 )
−1
and the two Berry phase cancels. These are the results
listed in Table V. The most relevant (in the RG sense)
symmetry-allowed monopole is a two-fold monopole as
discussed in Ref. [28].
VI. ANOMALIES AND
LIEB-SCHULTZ-MATTIS
In CP 1 (slave boson) representation of spin-1/2 sys-
tems on square lattice, the monopole quantum numbers
were fixed by Lieb-Shultz-Mattis (LSM) constraints[49].
Essentially, the LSM theorem requires the low energy ef-
fective field theory to have certain symmetry anomalies,
which can be matched only if the CP 1 monopole carries
the right quantum number, e.g. ±1 angular momentum
under C4. It is then natural to ask to what extent are the
monopole quantum numbers in Dirac spin liquids deter-
mined by LSM-anomaly constraints. In this section we
show that monopole quantum numbers associated with
Z2 symmetries (such as inversion) are indeed determined
by LSM-anomaly constraints in DSL, while those asso-
ciated with Z3 symmetries (such as C3) are not.
Let us start from the QED3 theory, and try to gauge
the SO(3)spin×SO(3)valley×U(1)top symmetry5, as we
will be interested in those microscopic symmetries that
can be embedded into this group. The anomaly associ-
ated with these symmetries can be calculated. One way
to interpret the anomaly is to imagine a (3 + 1)d SPT
state that hosts the QED3 theory on its boundary, and
5 Notice that this symmetry is simpler than SO(6)×U(1)/Z2 since
SO(3)× SO(3) has no center.
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sym. Γ4k/Q Γ
O
k/Q Γ
7
k/Q Γ
◦
k/Q Γ
PSG
k (4-fold particle,2-fold
particle,4-fold hole,2-fold
hole)
ΓPSGQ 4-fold particle,4-
fold(Dirac fermion), 4-fold
hole
Cu3 ω
η ⊕
[1, ω, ω2]
ωηp1 ⊕
[1, ω, ω2]
ωηp∗1 ⊕ [1, ω, ω2] 4[1, ω, ω2] [(ω, ω2), (1, ω)] ⊕ [1, ω2] ⊕
[(ω, ω2), (1, ω)]⊕ [1, ω2]
[ω, ω, ω2, ω2]⊕ [1, 1, ω, ω2]⊕
[1, 1, ω, ω2]
Cd3 ω
ηp∗1 ⊕
[1, ω, ω2]
ωη ⊕
[1, ω, ω2]
ωηp1 ⊕ [1, ω, ω2] 4[1, ω, ω2] [(1, ω2), (ω2, ω)] ⊕ [1, ω] ⊕
[(1, ω2), (ω2, ω)]⊕ [1, ω]
[ω, ω, ω2, ω2]⊕ [1, 1, ω, ω2]⊕
[1, 1, ω, ω2]
Ch3 ω
ηp1 ⊕
[1, ω, ω2]
ωηp∗1 ⊕
[1, ω, ω2]
ωη ⊕ [1, ω, ω2] 4[1, ω, ω2] [(ω, 1), (1, ω2)] ⊕ [ω, ω2] ⊕
[(ω, 1), (1, ω2)]⊕ [ω, ω2]
[ω, ω, ω2, ω2]⊕ [1, 1, ω, ω2]⊕
[1, 1, ω, ω2]
C6 [Ω
2η+1,−Ω2η+1]⊕ [Sextet] Ω2η+1 ⊕
(−1)η[eipi6 , ei 5pi6 ,−i]
2[Sextet] ΓPSGQ : [Ω,Ω
5,Ω−5,Ω∗]⊕ [±i,Ω,Ω∗]⊕ [±i,Ω5,Ω−5]
Γparticle = 3Γ◦L=0 − Γ4L=0 − ΓOL=0 − Γ7L=0 − Γ7L=3 − Γ7L=4 − Γ7L=5
Γhole = −Γ◦L=0 + Γ4L=0 + ΓOL=0 + Γ7L=0 + Γ7L=3 + Γ7L=4 + Γ7L=5
TABLE VI: The space group representation of rotations on kagome´ lattice at high symmetry points
k = ( 2pi3 ,
pi
3 ), Q = (0, pi). Superscript u,d,h denotes rotation around upward, downward triangle and hexagon centers,
respectively. We have Ω = ei
pi
6 , ω = ei2pi/3, [Sextet] = i[e±i
pi
6 ,±i, e±i 5pi6 ], and η is an integer and can vary from each
to each. p1 = e
ik·r1 is the phase factor under T1 translation at the high-symmetry momenta of interest.
Γ4,ΓO,Γ◦,Γ7 denote representation of Wannier functions centered at upward,downward triangle, sites and
hexagon, respectively. At k point, there are two sets of 4−fold degenerate states, which can be simultaneously
block diagonalized into two 2× 2 matrices for all three C3 rotations and we list the pairwise eigenvalues in brackets.
The multiplicity of reps. is denoted as simply a number in front of the set of eigenvalues.
the bulk SPT is characterized by a response theory
Sbulk = ipi
∫
X4
[
ws2 ∪ wv2 +
(
ws2 + w
v
2 +
dAtop
2pi
)
∪ dAtop
2pi
]
,
(53)
where ws,v2 are the second Stiefel-Whitney classes of the
SO(3)spin/valley bundles, respectively, and Atop is the
U(1) gauge field that couples to the U(1)top charge. We
outline the derivation of the above expression (which is
similar to that in Ref. [50]) in Appendix B. The first term
is essentially a descendent of the parity anomaly of Dirac
fermions, and the terms involving Atop simply represents
the fact that an Atop monopole – the spinon ψ in the
original QED3 – carries half-spin under SO(3)spin/valley
and is a fermion.
Our remaining task is simply to embed the lattice sym-
metries into the SO(3)valley × U(1)top group and see if
the correct anomaly from LSM is reproduced. The PSG
determines the SO(3)valley part of the lattice symme-
tries, which in turn determines wv2 . The only unknown
is the relation between the lattice symmetries and Atop,
determined by the U(1)top Berry phase in the symmetry
realizations.
Let us first consider Z2 inversion symmetries. On tri-
angular lattice this is not interesting since it involves
charge conjugation. We shall consider the other three
lattices in detail.
On square lattice the site-centered inversion involves a
nontrivial SO(3)valley rotation ψ → iτ2ψ. So if we gauge
the inversion symmetry (call the Z2 connection γ), the
piws2w
v
2 term in Eq. (53) becomes piw
s
2γ
2(short hand for
γ ∪ γ), which is exactly the anomaly imposed by LSM
(simply reflecting the fact that there is a spin-1/2 Hilbert
space at the inversion center on lattice). Therefore the
other terms in Eq. (53) should not contribute further
anomalies. This means that dAtop = 0, i.e. there is
no additional U(1)top phase factor associated with in-
version. This is indeed what we have in Table II, where
inversion only implements the SO(3)valley rotation by
Φ1,3 → −Φ1,3.
On honeycomb lattice the piws2w
v
2 term likewise gives
a piws2γ
2 anomaly where γ is again the inversion gauge
field. However, since on the lattice there is no spin at
the inversion center, there should be no actual anomaly.
This means that the other terms in Eq. (53) should con-
tribute another piws2γ
2 term to the anomaly, which can
be done by having dAtop = 2piγ
2. This means that un-
der inversion the monopole should pick up an additional
(−1) phase, exactly in accordance with Table I.
On kagome lattice, the hexagon-centered inversion
does not involve any nontrivial SO(3)valley rotation for
the Dirac fermions, therefore the piws2w
v
2 term does not
contribute an anomaly for inversion. The LSM con-
straint also requires no anomaly since on the lattice there
is no spin at the inversion center. Therefore the terms
involving Atop in Eq. (53) should not give rise to any
anomaly either. This means that under inversion the
monopoles stay invariant, again in accordance with Ta-
ble V.
We now consider Z3 (or any Z2k+1) symmetries like
the C3 rotations. In this case the anomalies become
trivial no matter how we embed the symmetry to
SO(3)valley × U(1)top. This can be seen most eas-
ily by writing the anomalies involving SO(3)spin as
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piws2w
SO(3)valley×U(1)top
2 (recall that w
SO(2)
2 = dA/2pi
(mod 2)), and using the fact that w2 = 0 for a Z3 bun-
dle. Therefore the anomaly-based argument does not say
anything about monopole quantum numbers for these
symmetries.
As a final example, let us consider translation symme-
tries T1,2 on triangular lattice. These symmetries act as
Z2 × Z2 on Dirac fermions, but could also involve a Z3
subgroup of U(1)top (one can show translation involves
Berry phase 2npi/3(n ∈ Z) from algebraic relations of
space group[28]). The Z2 × Z2 part gives an anomaly
piws2xy where x, y are the Z2 forms associated with T1,2,
and this is exactly the LSM anomaly since we have one
spin-1/2 per unit cell. The Z3 part, however, will not
further modify the anomaly, so the two in-equivalent
choices of Berry phase (ei2pi/3 or trivial) are both allowed
by LSM.
VII. THREE DIMENSIONS: MONOPOLE PSG
FROM CHARGE CENTERS
The charge (Wannier) center approach can also be
generalized to three dimensions. Consider a 3D U(1)
quantum spin liquid with gapped spinons (charge) and
magnetic monopoles. Recall that in 3D a monopole is
a point excitation, and the monopole creation operator
is a nonlocal operator. Such spin liquids have been ex-
tensively discusses in the context of quantum spin ice
materials[2]. The non-local nature of monopoles in 3D
implies that unlike the 2D case, they can transform
projectively under physical symmetries like the spinons.
The relevant question then is how the spinon band topol-
ogy (or SPT-ness) affects the monopole projective sym-
metry quantum number (or simply monopole PSG).
We now show that the monopole PSG associated with
lattice rotation symmetries are determined by the effec-
tive gauge charges sitting at the rotation centers, in cases
when the rotation symmetries do not involve charge con-
jugation (namely when the monopole flux is invariant un-
der the lattice rotations). To see this, first consider a sin-
gle charge, or any odd-integer charge, in space with the
full SO(3) rotation symmetry around the charge. By ex-
amining the Aharonov-Bohm phase for a monopole mov-
ing around the charge, one concludes that the monopole
carries half-integer angular momentum under the space
SO(3) rotation6 i.e. the monopole transforms projec-
tively under SO(3). Now on a lattice the SO(3) is bro-
ken down to a discrete subgroup, but as long as the re-
maining rotation group G admits a projective represen-
tation ω2 ∈ H2(G,U(1)) that is a descendent of the spin-
1/2 representation when G is embedded into SO(3), the
6 One choice of vector potential for a 2pi Dirac monopole reads
A =
(1−cos(θ))
2r sin(θ)
ϕ̂ in polar coordinates parametrized by (r, θ, ϕ),
on the unit sphere identical to Berry connection for spin-1/2.
monopole will transform projectively under G according
to ω2.
The simplest examples is the dihedral group D2 =
Z2×Z2, corresponding to pi rotations about three orthog-
onal axes. If an odd number of gauge charges effectively
sit at the rotation center, the monopole will transform
under D2 such that different Z2 rotations anti-commute.
VIII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
We have demonstrated a precise mapping between
Landau order parameters and the symmetry protected
band topology of fermions. The link is established by
studying the properties of magnetic monopoles in a Dirac
spin liquid. Knowledge of the spinon band topology
allows us to analytically calculate monopole symmetry
quantum numbers. This in turn allows us to identify
the set of order parameters that are enhanced in the
vicinity of a Dirac spin liquid. Thus, results involving
gapped and noninteracting fermions, which is an analyt-
ically well controlled limit, are used to extract key infor-
mation about a strongly interacting and gapless system,
the Dirac spin liquid. We also showed that on bipartite
lattices there always exists a symmetry-trivial monopole
due to the existence of a parent SU(2) gauge theory.
In a separate publication we have discussed the phys-
ical consequence of the monopole properties as well as
signatures of a Dirac spin liquid which can be accessed
in numerics and in scattering experiments on candidate
materials[28].
Even though all our calculations of the Wannier cen-
ters were done in free fermion framework, notions like the
monopole quantum numbers are certainly well-defined
beyond free fermions. In fact, the connection between
Wannier centers and monopole quantum numbers gives
intrinsically interacting definitions of notions like Wan-
nier centers and fragile topology (in accordance with the
recent work[51, 52]).
The monopole angular momenta arising from charge
(Wannier) centers are consistent with another simple fact
in lattice gauge theory: in the strong-coupling limit of
a lattice gauge theory (which is fully confined), all the
gauge charges simply sit on the defining sites of lattice
and do not fluctuate. Therefore if the gapped charge
fields have their effective charge centers (Wannier cen-
ters) off the sites (say at plaquette centers), the strong-
coupling limit must destroy such a state and pull the
charges back to the lattice sites, implying that the lat-
tice symmetries (that prevent charges from moving away
from nontrivial centers) must be broken along the way.
One can use this as an intuitive way to understand the
following well-known statement: the SU(2) Yang-Mills
theory in (3+1) dimensions with θ = pi cannot confine to
a trivial phase without breaking time-reversal symmetry
(for a recent exposure see Ref. 53). When put on the
lattice, θ = pi can be generated through introducing fun-
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damental fermions and putting the fermions into a topo-
logical superconductor state (protected by SU(2) × T ).
By definition the topological superconductor cannot be
deformed (without closing gap or breaking symmetries)
to a trivial product state with local SU(2) singlets on lat-
tice sites – but this is exactly what the strong-coupling
limit demands. Therefore if the theory indeed flow to
infinite coupling, without closing the fermion gap, then
time-reversal symmetry must be broken in the IR.
We end with a discussions of open issues:
• It is also straightforward to apply the charge center
method to Z2 spin liquids (or other discrete gauge
theories) in (2 + 1)d. For example, if a nontrivial
Z2 charge (effectively) sits at the center of a pla-
quette, then the gauge flux (vison) will transform
projectively under the lattice rotation around the
plaquette center. This is similar to the situation
for 3D U(1) spin liquids discussed in Sec. VII.
• One natural question is: given a microscopic
Hilbert space (say, one spin-1/2 per site on tri-
angular lattice), is it possible to realize a different
U(1) Dirac spin liquid, with the same field con-
tent and symmetry realizations (PSG), but dif-
ferent monopole quantum number from the one
discussed in this work? For example, is there a
spinon mean field ansats that gives identical Dirac
dispersion and PSG, but with monopoles at dif-
ferent momenta, say T1,2 : Φ4/5/6 → Φ4/5/6 (as
opposed to that in Table III)? Unlike the bosonic
spinon theory for deconfined criticality, some of
the monopole quantum numbers in our exam-
ples are not linked to Lieb-Schultz-Mattis (LSM)
constraints[49], as discussed in Sec. VI. So an alter-
native U(1) Dirac spin liquid (with the same PSG
but different monopole quantum numbers) seems
allowed on general ground – finding a concrete ex-
ample is left for future work.
• In Sec. IV and V we calculated the angular mo-
menta of monopoles using charge centers, and then
obtained their momenta by composing different ro-
tations. In the absence of lattice rotation symme-
tries the angular momenta are not defined, but the
momentum of a monopole is still well defined (al-
though may not be quantized). It is then natu-
ral to ask what determines monopole momentum
when lattice rotation symmetries are not consid-
ered. Recall that with rotation symmetries, the
momentum is given by the difference between an-
gular momenta around different rotation centers,
which is in turn given by the difference between
gauge charges sitting at different rotations centers.
The latter appears to be nothing but the dipole
moment in the unit cell, which in the more famil-
iar language is just the polarization density. In
fact by comparing Fig. 5 and the monopole mo-
menta for each spinon insulator, we can infer that
monopole momentum kM is given by the polar-
ization density P (dipole density per unit cell)
through kM = 2piẑ × P. In a forthcoming work
we will develop the connection between polariza-
tion and monopole momentum in detail without
assuming lattice rotation symmetries[54].
Note added: In a different parallel work [52], monopole
quantum numbers were used as a probe of free fermion
band topology for a specific class of models. Here how-
ever, monopoles are dynamical objects, and the underly-
ing models are of strongly interacting quantum magnets.
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Appendix A: Mean field, Projective symmetry group and fermion bilinear transformations
1. Square
We adopt a mean-field where tij = (−1)y for horizontal links and tij = 1 for vertical links on square lattice which
creates pi flux on every plaquette. This choice enlarges the unit cell to contain two sites (sublattice A,B) with a
vertical link. There’re two gapless points in the reduced Brillouin zone at Q = (pi/2, pi),Q′ = −q.
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The projective symmetry group reads (applicable also for staggered flux state)
T1 : ψ → iµ3σ2τ3ψ∗ T2 : ψ → iµ3σ2τ1ψ∗
Rx : ψ → τ3µ3ψ C4 : ψ → 1√
2
µ3σ2(I − iτ2)eipi4 µ1ψ∗
T : ψ → τ2µ1ψ∗ (A1)
C : ψ → iµ3σ2ψ∗ (A2)
where C denotes charge conjugation that reverses the flux φ→ −φ.
2. Honeycomb
On honeycomb lattice, with mean-field ansatz of uniform fermion hopping, one could similarly work out the PSG
and the constraints on monopole quantum numbers. The Dirac points stay at momenta Q = ( 2pi3 ,
2pi
3 ),Q
′ = −Q.
The physical symmetries act as
T1/2 : ψ → e−i 2pi3 τ
3
ψ
C6 : ψ → −ie−ipi6 µ3ei(cos pi3 τ1+sin pi3 τ2)pi2 ψ R : ψ → −µ2τ2ψ
T : ψ → −iσ2µ2τ2ψ charge conjugation C : ψ → µ1ψ∗ (A3)
where T1/2 is the translation along two basis vectors with 2pi/3 angle between them,C6 is pi/3 rotation around a
center of a honeycomb plaquette, and R denotes reflection along the direction of the unit cell.
From the transformation of Dirac fermions, one gets transformation of fermion masses as table VII.
3. Triangular lattice
There’s a “staggered pi flux” configuration of tij on the triangular lattice. We choose a particular gauge of tij to
realize this mean field as in Fig 7. Under appropriate basis the low-energy Hamiltonian reads as the standard form
with 4 gapless Dirac fermions.
A B
~r1
~r2
C
M(⇡,⇡)
k( ⇡
3
,
⇡
3
)
k0
~b1
R
D
~b2
C6
FIG. 7: Left panel:The gauge choise (blue/black bonds denote negative/positve hopping strength with equal
amplitudes.) and the Brillouin zone with M point the gapless point and k, k′ stay invariant under PSG of 3-fold
rotations. Right panel: The energy spectrum of staggered flux spinon model on triangular lattice in reduced
Brillouin zone with 4 site unit cell. The spectrum is gapless at momentum (pi, pi).
For later purposes, the charge conjugate operation is given here as
ψ →Wcψ∗ = 1√
3
(−iI4×4 − µ3 + µ1)ψ∗ (A4)
The PSG for all the symmetry operations are the following:
ψ
T2−→ iτ3ψ ψ T1−→ −iτ2ψ ψ T−→ iσ2µ2τ2Kψ(−k) (A5)
ψ(k1, k2)
C6−−→ iσ2WC6ψ†(−
k2
2
, 2k1 − k2) ψ(k1, k2) R−→ iσyWRψ†(k1 − k2
2
,−k2) (A6)
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where
WC6 = e
−iγ3 pi6Wcexp[i
pi
3
τC ] τC =
1√
3
(τ1 + τ2 + τ3)
WR =
(γ1 −√3γ2)
2
Wc
τ3 − τ1√
2
(A7)
4. Kagome´
On kagome´ lattice, similar to triangular case, Hermele et al calculated the kagome´ DSL with staggered flux mean-
field ansatz, with three gamma matrices as γν = (µ
3, µ2,−µ1), and we have for the PSG of Dirac fermions as
T1 : ψ → (iτ2)ψ T2 : ψ → (iτ3)ψ Ry : ψ → (iµ1)exp( ipi
2
τry)ψ
C6 : ψ → exp( ipi
3
µ3)exp(
2pii
3
τR)ψ T : ψ → (iσ2)(iµ2)(−iτ2)ψ. (A8)
where
τry =
−1√
2
(τ1 + τ3) τR =
1√
3
(τ1 + τ2 − τ3). (A9)
Appendix B: The SO(3)s × SO(3)v × U(1)top anomaly
We take the QED3 Lagrangian and gauge the SO(3)s × SO(3)v × U(1)top, with gauge connections denoted by
As,Av, Atop, respectively. We also regularize the Dirac fermions using a Pauli-Villars regulator (which is different
from the notation used in the main text), and define the Euclidean partition function of a Dirac fermion coupled
with a gauge field A and metric g to be
Z[A, g]PV = |Z[A, g]|exp
(
− ipi
2
η[A, g]
)
, (B1)
where η[A, g] is the η-invariant, which is similar to a half-level Chern-Simons term classically, but is gauge invariant
unlike the half-level Chern-Simons term (see Ref. [44] for more details). One can simply interpret the η-invariant as
coming from an additional gapped Dirac fermion. Now the gauged QED3 theory should be properly written as
S =
∫ [
(ψ¯ /Da/2,As,Av,gψ)PV +
i
2
CS[a] +
i
2
CS[As] +
i
2
CS[Av] + 4CS[g] +
i
4pi
adAtop
]
,
where the Chern-Simons terms in a,As, Av, g are introduced to compensate the η-invariant at classical level (notice
we have also redefined a → a/2 for later convenience), and the last term comes from the definition of U(1)top.
However those terms are not strictly gauge invariant in (2 + 1)d. Instead we should consider a 4d (orientable) bulk
system and view our 3d system as its boundary. The Chern-Simons terms can now be written as perfectly gauge
invariant bulk Θ-terms
Sbulk =
ipi
2
(
p1[a] + p1[A
s] + p1[A
v]− σ[M4] + 2
∫
M4
da
2pi
∧ dA
2pi
)
, (B2)
where p1 is the first Pontryagin number of the SO(N) bundles (here a is viewed as an SO(2) bundle)
p1 =
1
8pi2
∫
M4
tr(F ∧ F ), (B3)
and σ is the signature of the manifold
σ = − 1
24pi2
∫
M4
tr(R ∧R), (B4)
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Lattice Bilinears T1 T2 Reflection Rotation T
square
M00 + + − + −
Mi0 − − − − −
M01 − + + M03 +
M02 + + + −M02 −
M03 + − − −M01 +
Mi1 + − + −Mi3 +
Mi2 − − + Mi2 −
Mi3 − + − Mi1 +
honey-
comb
M00 + + − + −
Mi0 + + − + +
M01 cos(
2pi
3
)M01 + sin(
2pi
3
)M02 + cos(
2pi
3
)M01 + sin(
2pi
3
)M02 +
M02 cos(
2pi
3
)M02 − sin( 2pi3 )M01 − − cos( 2pi3 )M02 + sin( 2pi3 )M01 +
M03 + + + − +
Mi1 cos(
2pi
3
)Mi1 + sin(
2pi
3
)Mi2 + cos(
2pi
3
)Mi1 + sin(
2pi
3
)Mi2 −
Mi2 cos(
2pi
3
)Mi2 − sin( 2pi3 )Mi1 − − cos( 2pi3 )Mi2 + sin( 2pi3 )Mi1 −
Mi3 + + + − −
triangle
M00 + + − + −
Mi0 + + + − +
M01 − − −M03 −M02 +
M02 + − M02 M03 +
M03 − + −M01 M01 +
Mi1 − − Mi3 Mi2 −
Mi2 + − −Mi2 −Mi3 −
Mi3 − + Mi1 −Mi1 −
kagome
M00 + + − + −
Mi0 + + − + +
M01 − − −M03 M02 +
M02 + − M02 −M03 +
M03 − + −M01 −M01 +
Mi1 − − −Mi3 Mi2 −
Mi2 + − Mi2 −Mi3 −
Mi3 − + −Mi1 −Mi1 −
TABLE VII: The transformation of fermion bilinears Mij ≡ ψσiτ jψ on four types of lattices(staggered flux mean
field on square lattice). T1/2, reflection are marked in fig 5, rotation denotes 4−fold rotation around site for square,
6−fold rotation for honeycomb/kagome/triangular lattices.
where F and R are the gauge field strength and Riemann tensor, respectively. Both p1 and σ are integers. We also
have the relation7
p1 = P(w2) (mod 4), (B5)
where P denotes Pontryagin square operation and w2 denotes the second Stifel-Whitney class of the SO(N) bundle.
On any 2-cycle we should have the constraint (cocycle condition)
wa2 + w
s
2 + w
v
2 + w
TM
2 = 0 (mod 2), (B6)
where wa2 , w
s
2, w
v
2 , w
TM
2 are the second Stifel-Whitney classes of the a, SO(3)s, SO(3)v and tangent bundles, respec-
tively. This condition simply comes from the fact that any field that carries half charge under a (unit charge
in the notation in main text) must also carry half-spin under SO(3)s and SO(3)v, and must be a fermion.
Putting the cocycle condition and Eq. (B5) into the bulk Theta terms Eq. (B2), and using the facts that (a)
P[a + b] = P[a] + P[b] + 2a ∪ b(mod4), (b) P[a] = a ∪ a(mod2), (c) a ∪ wTM2 = a ∪ a for a ∈ H2(M,Z2), (d)
P(wTM2 ) = σ(mod4), and (e) wa2 = da/2pi(mod2) for SO(2) bundles, we have
Sbulk = ipi
∫
X4
[
ws2 ∪ wv2 +
(
ws2 + w
v
2 +
dAtop
2pi
)
∪ dAtop
2pi
]
, (B7)
7 This holds when w4 vanishes, which is true for SO(2) and SO(3)
bundles.
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as promised in the main text. Notice that the bulk term only depends on the “external” gauge fields and does not
depend on a – this is required since a exists as a dynamical gauge field defined only in the 3d field theory.
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